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Research Report No. 324; "Degradation of Limestone Aggregates during 
Construction;" KYHI'R-63-29; HI'R-1{7), Part II (Study Title: Changes in Certain 
Properties of Aggregate Materials Used in Base Construction Resulting from 
Construction). 
The report submitted herewith dutifully finalizes a study which has been aimost completed for 
an unseemly time. The project was authorized in 1963, which was prior to the inception of so-called 
record and research sampling of end products on interstate construction and prior to the alarming question: 
"Why 100 percent compliance?" It also somewhat predated the "statistical quality control era." The 
findings from the construction projects studied were not demeaning; no alarming degradation or segregation 
in DGA base courses was discovered on projects where recognized and preferred practices were employed. 
The study fell into "suspense" whlle attention passed to KYHPR-65-36, "Statistical Quality Control of 
Highway Construction and Materials," Report 295, December 1970. 
Upon recent re-examination of the study records, it seemed more feasible than before to simplify 
the data analysis and to compose a redeeming report. It confirms completed work and is submitted 
as information, not requiring specification revisions or other action. Nevertheless, puzzling questions and 
dilemmas remain. 
There is growing evidence that the so-called stability or strength of granular bases is not directly 
related to gradation, density, or percentage of theoretical solid volume. Why, then, is it important to 
control gradation and compaction in construction? The same evidence indicates that hardness or strength 
of the aggregate particles may be the controlling factors. Even so, if over stressed, the bearing points 
will crush until sufficient bearing areas are produced to withstand the stress; this is accompanied by 
volume change and degradation. It is inferrable that load-induced degradation proceeds to a stable stage. 
Kentucky's dense-graded aggregate base is intently and purposefully manufactured in or close to a stable 
gradation. The amount of work done on it in compaction is minimal when the water content is optimum. 
Not much free space remains, and volume change in the layer is so limited. Of course, segregation could 
spoil it if density were not controlled in construction. With modern spreaders and due care, the likelihood 
of non~compliance is surely decreasing. 
It has been argued at times that gradation and density are redundant requirements. In a similar 
way, it has been argued that gradation requirements should be waived if the density is achieved in the 

end product. Indeed, the point of testing and acceptance with respect to density is on the road following 
compaction. If gradation control is deferred to tWs point and density is acWeved, the dilemma exists. 
If neither density or gradation requirements are met in the end product, upstream control of the gradation 
would surely have forewarned of the problem. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Aggregate used in base course construction and 
bituminous concrete mixes which met gradation and 
other requirements prior to mixing and placing 
sometimes fail to meet specifications when samples are 
taken from the finished product. The question arises as 
to whether alterations occurred during construction or 
whether the differences are attributable to chance 
variations which should be allowed in specification 
tolerances. 
Whenever granular or semi~granular materials are 
used in highway construction, there is a concern about 
the amount of fine mateiral that should be permitted 
in the final aggregate mixture and the effect of this fine 
material on the finished product. Not only the amount 
of fine material but also the nature of the fine material 
are significant when considering loadacarrying 
capabilities of various components of the pavement 
structure. Fine materials are often very sensitive to 
moisture content changes. Therefore, many agencies 
restrict the fine aggregate constituents of various 
pavement structural components. A fundamental 
relationship in all designs of aggregate mixtures, whether 
for concrete, bituminous mixtures or granular bases, 
involves the relative volumes of each of the ingredients. 
The selection of quality aggregate for road 
construction is not new. The Romans were faced with 
the problem of procuring satisfactory rocks to be used 
as flagstones -- the surfacing material of the time. With 
the development of the macadam pavement by the 
Scotch engineer and road builder, John MacAdam, need 
for aggregate testing greatly increased. The first abrasion 
test for stone was developed in Paris in 1870. Deval 
introduced a test in 1873 to determine the resistance 
of mineral aggregates to abrasion. This particular test 
was one of the first to be approved by the American 
Society for Testing and Materials in 1908. As aggregate 
testing became even more imperative, shortcomings of 
the Deval method soon became apparent. In order to 
overcome these handicaps, the Los Angeles abrasion 
machine was developed by engineers of Los Angeles City 
in 1916. Considerable experience has been gained 
throughout the country in relating losses of the so-called 
Los Angeles rattler test and service records of aggregate 
materials. A number of soundness tests .. freezing and 
thawing as well as salt tests .. have been developed and 
have given valuable information on the soundness of 
aggregates. Petrographic investigations permit the 
identification of suspicious minerals. 
Many using agencies have detailed specifications 
covering the quality of mineral aggregates. These 
specifications often include: 
I. Resistance to abrasion or impact measured by 
the Los Angeles rattler or the Deval machine. 
2. Cleanliness measured either by Atterberg 
limits or the sand-equivalent value. 
3. Soundness measured by soaking in sodium or 
magnesium sulfate or by a freeze-thaw test. 
4. Stability measured by the CBR, stabilometer, 
triaxial or other strength test. 
5. Grading requirements specifying permissible 
ranges of particle sizes expected in the 
finished product. 
The Federal Highway Administration encouraged 
the Kentucky Highway Department to undertake a 
study to determine if, and to what extent, certain 
properties {particularly gradation) of Kentucky 
limestones used in base construction changed during the 
construction period. An extensive program of sampling 
dense-graded aggregate base construction ensued during 
the 1963 and 1964 construction seasons. Samples of 
dense graded aggregate were taken I) at the pugmill, 
2) before spreading on the road, 3) after spreading had 
taken place, and 4) after compaction. Samples were 
brought to the laboratory for gradation analysis. On a 
less frequent basis, larger samples were taken at the 
pugmill and after spreading and subjected to a specific 
gravity test, a degradation test, and Atterberg limit 
analysis. 
SEGREGATION 
Since segregation is the unwanted sorting and 
grouping together of aggregate particles of like size 
within an aggregate mass, individual aggregate particles 
are not reduced in size. Degradation, however, results 
from breakage of particles and thus changes the 
gradation. The Kentucky Department of Highways (21) 
recognizes the detrimental effects of segregation when 
it requires that aggregates used in nearly every type of 
pavement construction be stored, handled, transported, 
mixed, and placed with sufficient care to prevent 
segregation and to produce a pavement layer which is 
uniform in density and texture. 
Improper stockpiling is perhaps the major cause of 
segregation. Segregation is the first problem to consider 
after manufacture of crushed stone ( 17) -- that is, if 
the material is not taken directly from the crushing plant 
to the project. Segregation is directly related to 
gradation. For a one-sized product, there could be no 
segregation regardless of how the stockpile was 
constructed. When there is a large variation in sizes, 
segregation is most likely to occur in handling and 
processing. Constructing stockpiles in layers and 
avoiding cascading are methods minimizing segregation 
(17). 
While in transit, truck vibrations and rough roads 
may cause finer material to sink as coarser particles are 
pushed upward. Unloading (dumping) is similar to 
stockpiling. 
Segregation may occur in mixing and blending 
equipment if the speed of "whipping" action of the 
blades, screws, etc. is too high. 
Segregation may also occur while placing material 
on the road. The spreading and striking-off processes 
causes tumbling and cascading of material ahead of the 
cutting blade. 
DEGRADATION 
Considering a broad definition of degradation, 
Melville ( 13) listed the following chemical and physical 
actions which degrade rock: 
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Chemical 
I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Actions 
Oxidation and Reduction 
Hydration and Dehydration 
Carbonation and Decarbonation 
Silicification and Desilicification 
Sulphidation and Desulphidation 
Solution and Precipitation 
Physical 
I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Action 
Wear 
Impact 
Splitting 
Abrasion 
Fatigue 
Shearing 
Attrition 
Crushing 
A mechanical degradation has been attributed to 
two phenomena, wear and breakage (6, 12, 15). Wear 
is that portion of degradation which is caused by the 
rotation and slippage of particles over each other. 
Breakage occurs when the contact pressure exceeds the 
strength of the particles. Alternately, degradation has 
often been defmed as a disintegration of aggregate 
particles due to alteration and subsequent 
decomposition of the mineral components. This 
breakdown may be accelerated by action of mixers, 
mechanical equipment, traffic, or the elements (2, 3, 
13, 14, 18, 19). 
A survey (1) indicated that a large number of 
agencies in the United States, Canada, and Great Britain 
have recognized some form of aggregate degradation. 
However, many agencies do not attempt to evaluate 
aggregate with regard to degradation susceptibility. 
Instead, the quality of aggregate is measured by 
established laboratory tests such as absorption, specific 
gravity, sulfate soundness, abrasion, etc. These common 
tests have often been found inadequate in relating 
degradation potential of aggregate with actual 
performance. 
Numerous methods of laboratory testing have been 
studied as possible indicators of aggregate degradation 
potential. Attempts have been made to correlate results 
of abrasion-type tests with field performance of the 
aggregate. The Deval abrasion test and the Los Angeles 
rattler test have been used in this way (1, 23 ). Others 
have modified such tests by introducing a wet-grinding 
procedure in an attempt to account for accelerated 
degrading effects of water ( 3, 13 ). Attempts have been 
made to simulate effects of construction equipment and 
traffic upon degradation of aggregates using various 
types of laboratory compaction tests. Impact (1, 12), 
gyratory, and kneading compactors (1, 3, 15) have been 
used. Field compaction studies have been undertaken 
to determine the effect of construction equipment upon 
the breakdown of aggregate particles ( 1 ). Laboratory 
repetitive loading has been used to study degrading 
tendencies of aggregates (1 ). Numerous attempts have 
been made in the laboratory to simulate weathering 
conditions to which aggregate materials might be 
subjected in service (2, 13, 23). Other attempts have 
been made to identify components of aggregate 
materials which are known to be susceptible to 
disintegration by weathering or breakdown in 
mechanical manipulation. Petrographic studies involving 
a variety of methods of examination (microscopic, x-ray, 
differential thermal analyses, insoluble residue, and 
chemical analyses) have been studied (1, 18, 19, 23). 
A sand-equivalent test has also been developed for 
detection of undesirable fine material within the 
aggregate component and which might oe used for 
control of materials during construction (10). 
Degradation of Kentucky aggregates has never been 
considered a significant problem. Tins can be assumed 
since Kentucky specifications (21) suggest no 
precautions such as prohibiting excessive rolling or 
requiring more durable aggregates in circumstances 
where degradation may be excessive. Also, Gray (8) tells 
of spot check tests made by the National Crushed Stone 
Association on crushed stone found in the eastern half 
of the country. It was concluded that most commercial 
sources of crushed stone provided satisfactory material 
from the degradation standpoint since none of the stone 
tested degraded into plastic fines. 
Aggregate producers in the extreme northwestern 
part of the country are not so fortunate, however. 
Turner and Wilson (22) relate serious failures in base 
and bituminous pavements to degradation of Washington 
aggregates. Aggregates there were gravels composed of 
meta-sedimentary and meta-volcanic rocks (Mesozoic 
Age) and sandstones, shaley sandstones, and shales of 
the Tertiary Age. Small quantities of chert and quartz 
of unknown age were also found in the gravels. Those 
aggregates had passed all standard tests for wear, grading, 
and plastic fines. Nevertheless, the base course degraded 
into objectionable plastic fines under traffic. From 
megascopic studies, Turner and Wilson (22) concluded 
that the tendency of Tertiary shales and shaley 
sandstones to absorb water and break down quickly into 
slimy fines was the principal cause of roadbed failure. 
By microscopic and petrographic analyses, a direct 
relationship between pavement failure and the amount 
of secondary minerals present was found. Some 
secondary minerals identified were chlorite, secrite, 
kaolinite, limonite, calcite, and a possibility of zeolite. 
These minerals are unstable to some degree; the first 
three are highly unstable. An Oregon study showed the 
following relationship between percentage of secondary 
minerals and pavement performance: 
0-20%: 
20-35%: 
over 35%: 
little or no effect upon the 
aggregate's service characteristics 
some failures and borderline cases 
almost certain failure. 
Day ( 3) of the Idaho Highway Department sets 
stricter limits in correlating secondary minerals to 
pavement performance: 
0-15%: 
15-25%: 
25% plus: 
Good 
Borderline 
Poor 
Turner and Wilson (22) note that although the 
analyses listed above were conclusive, they were far too 
complex for routine durability testing of aggregates. 
In a roller degradation study of Indiana aggregates, 
which are similar to Kentucky aggregates, Shelburne 
(20) tested six limestones, four crushed gravels, and one 
blast furnace slag. The aggregates were placed on a 
bituminous base course and compacted by seven round 
trips of a ten-ton steel-wheel roller. Based on percent 
increase in specific surface area, the following relative 
ratings (from the most resistant to the least) were 
obtained: 
1. Kokomo dolomite , containing naturally 
impregnated oil 
2. Mitchell lime stone, calcareous* 
3. Glacial pit gravel, l 00 percent crushed 
4. Blast furnace slag, 83 pcf 
5. Glacial pit gravel, 100 percent crushed 
6. Mitchell limestone, calcareous* 
7. Ohio River gravel, I 00 percent crushed 
8. Mitchell limestone, calcareous* 
9. Dolomitic limestone 
10. Glacial pit gravel, 100 percent crushed 
II. Niagaran dolomite, very porous 
(*Mitchell limestones from different sources) 
The above ratings compared favorably with ratings of 
the same aggregates according to Los Angeles abrasion 
tests. 
Most degradation studies have been of aggregate in 
bituminous mixtures after having been placed on the 
roadbed. Aggregates in a bituminous mixture furnish 
internal friction which provides most of the stability for 
the pavement. The function of the aggregate is to 
transfer imposed loads to the subgrade at a requced 
intensity. In this load transfer process, aggregate may 
be degraded due to crushing, shearing, and (or) abrasion. 
The amount of degradation will depend partly upon the 
stresses induced in each individual aggregate particle. 
And, in turn, these stresses will depend upon the 
magnitude of actual contact areas over which loads are 
dissipated. Hence as Goetz and Wood (24) point out, 
densely graded mixes have a large number of points of 
contact between individual aggregate pieces. This greater 
contact area for load transfer decreases the possibility 
of crushing of the individual particles by point loadings. 
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'Little degradation should occur in dense-graded mixes 
if tough, durable aggregates are used. However, an 
allowance should be made for degradation and 
production of fmes if soft aggregates are used. 
MacNaughton (11) concluded that consolidation under 
traffic will produce a large proportion of fines. However, 
a noted exception was a well-graded mix originally 
containing a large proportion of minus No. 200 sieve 
material. 
In light of the above discussion, one might surmise 
that poorly-graded or open-graded mixes would be more 
susceptible to degradation. When open-graded mixes are 
used, 'the aggregates should be more resistant to 
degradation than those used in denser mixes. 
Shelburne (20) found that changes in specific 
surface area are decreased with increasing fineness of 
grading. He also noted that, when a chip-size aggregate 
(3/8 inch to No. 8 size) was added to a larger cover 
stone (1/2 inch to No. 4 size), degradation decreased, 
suggesting that a dense-graded aggregate might be 
relatively free from degradation. It appears, therefore, 
that when an open mix is degraded, there is a tendency 
to develop a dense gradation. Gaudette ( 7) found from 
his analysis of bituminous concrete pavements in Indiana 
that, after three years under traffic, gradations 
approached Fuller's maxhnum density gradation even 
though their original design gradations were open. 
MacNaughton ( 11) also noted that degradation of open 
mixes resulted in the development of closer packing and 
greater density. Goldbeck (9) cites an instance in a series 
of bituminous surface treatment experiments where an 
acceptable aggregate and an aggregate of questionable 
durability were subjected to the crushing action of 
rubber-tired traffic. Reduction in size of the 
questionable aggregate was no greater than that of the 
acceptable aggregate. 
Other studies have shown that even though 
degradation increases densities, the effect on pavement 
performance is not necessarily beneficial and is often 
detrimental. Under heavy traffic, the void content may 
be reduced sufficiently to cause flushing of bitumen and 
a decrease in stability (12). Tests on surface layer cores 
showed stability values were higher for 
between-wheel-track samples than for wheel-track 
samples ( 16 ); however, the between-wheel-track samples 
had lower densities than the wheel-track samples. This 
densification was attributed to degradation, 
A "slurry" has been observed in an aggregate base 
course beneath a bituminous surface treatment ( 3 ). This 
slurry was produced by fines and water, and it destroyed 
tractive bond between the surface course and the base. 
Excessive aggregate degradation causes disintegration of 
the pavement (5). Broken aggregate particles present 
areas uncoated by bituminous binder, facilitating 
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circulation of air and water within the mass. This is 
conducive to more rapid oxidation and chemical 
disintegration of the binder and to stripping of •,the 
binder from the aggregate. Deterioration of uncoated 
aggregates can be acute in open gradations (24). 
Degradation will be greater and the amount of 
bituminous material may be insufficient for proper 
coating. Degradation of aggregates applied as a surface 
treatment to a rigid base was 2.3 times the degradation 
of those used to surface a flexible base (20 ). Results 
obtained on the rigid base, however, were more 
consistent than those obtained from the flexible base. 
The compactive effort in Shelburne's tests (20) was 
applied with five-ton and ten-ton steel-wheel rollers. On 
the rigid bases, the degradation increased with the 
number of trips for both rollers. However, on the 
flexible base, the degradation caused by the ten-ton 
roller reached a maximum after two to five round trips. 
With the five-ton roller, nine trips were made while the 
degradation continued to increase with each trip. (It 
should be remembered that the test aggregate was 
initially open graded.) Crushed gravel showed 1.3 times 
as much degradation as uncrushed gravel .. apparently 
because some energy must be expended in the initial 
crushing of the rounded particles. This illustrates 
Shelburne's basic theory that the degree of degradation 
in aggregates depends upon the amount of work done 
upon them. 
The degradation in bituminous concrete pavement 
courses compacted with a ten-ton steel-wheel roller and 
a vibratory roller system of approximately the same 
weight was about equal ( 4 ). It was also noted that most 
of the aggregate breakage occurred during the first two 
roller coverages. This verifies generally Shelburne's 
results from dry or uncoated and open-graded 
aggregates. Degradation of a coarser bituminous base 
course was greater than that of the surface course. Also, 
it was found that degradation was greater in the top 
half of a bituminous course than in the lower half. 
Just as rnost degradation occurs during the first two 
to five trips of a roller, most of the total degradation 
of the in-place aggregate occurs during compaction. 
According to Shelburne (20), a greater part of the 
changes in gradation occurs during construction and a 
lesser part results from traffic. Goetz and Wood (24) 
also suggest that construction compaction causes a major 
part of the degradation. Others ( 5, 7) credit degradation 
to both construction and traffic, but they do not suggest 
which produces the greater proportion. While 
MacNaughton ( 13) believes degradation is caused by 
traffic, he made no comment as to possible degradation 
by construction equipment. 
While most degradation occurs during compaction 
by construction equipment and traffic, some 
degradation will occur during handling, mixing, and 
transportation to the roadbed. Since the degrading agent 
is primarily abrasion in this case, most of the degraded 
material will consist of 11fines". 
Segregation in well-graded mixes will increase the 
degree of degradation since there will be areas of 
single-size aggregates. Thus, as discussed previously, 
these areas will transmit loads as an open-graded mix 
which has greater susceptibility to degradation. 
MEASUREMENT 
Segregation can be detected and measured by 
sampling according to AASHO standard methods at 
various points in the volume of aggregate to be checked. 
Gradations from these samples can be compared to 
determine the degree of segregation. One must 
remember that some degradation could take place in any 
handling and mixing process; this degradation cannot be 
measured separately from segregation. 
Obtaining an accurate sample from bituminous 
courses presents difficulties in sampling for degradation 
studies. Gaudette (7), Deen (4), and Moavenzadeh and 
Goetz (1 6) took bituminous samples by coring. But, as 
Deen points out, this method introduces discrepancies 
since any aggregate cut by the coring bit will be 
degraded in the sampling process. MacNaughton ( 11) 
took his samples by cutting 18-inch blocks from the 
pavement. However, he made no mention as to whether 
degradation along the perimeter of the sample was 
compensated for or even considered. 
There are two general methods for reporting 
"compaction 11 degradation, both require sieve analyses 
before and after compaction. One method compares the 
gradation changes at all sieve sizes. Two examples of 
this method are: 
1. Comparison of gradation curves plotted on 
semi-logarithmic paper. (See References 4, 9, 
20, and 22 for illustrations.) 
2. Percent increase in surface area. (See Table IV, 
p. 954, Reference 20 for surface-area factors). 
The other general method measures the percent (by 
weight) increase passing a certain, usually critical, sieve 
size (3, 9, and 22). A "Degradation Factor" has been 
defined ( 5) as the increase in specific area of an 
aggregate fraction retained on the No. 10 sieve 
(expressed as a percentage of the surface area of the 
aggregate after degradation). 
It is apparent that there is considerable 
disagreement among investigators as to what factors are 
significant in aggregate degradation. There is also 
considerable question concerning the relative importance 
of various factors that have been studied. Degradation 
during construction and in service varies with 
construction techniques used. Also, the extent of 
breakdown is influenced by the location within the 
pavement structure. Climate apparently has a very 
significant influence upon extent and products of 
aggregate decomposition and thus probably accounts for 
the wide disagreement concerning significance. It 
appears that' lh~re is no single laboratory or field test, 
or combination of such existing tests, which will 
successfully evaluate all aggregate types with regard to 
degradation susceptibility. Any mineral aggregate will 
break down to a certain extent during placement, 
processing and rolling, and later under the action of 
traffic and weathering. To the highway engineer, 
however, the ·important consideration is not whether 
aggregate will break down but to what extent will this 
breakdown occur and what is the nature of the 
degradation products. The study reported herein is an 
attempt to determine the extent to which Kentucky 
limestone aggregates used in dense-graded aggregate base 
construction might be expected to degrade under normal 
construction procedures. Some attempts were also made 
to evaluate the nature and quality of the fine materials 
produced. 
METHODOLOGY 
Construction projects were selected so that 
limestone aggregates from major geological areas of the 
state would be sampled. Descriptions of these projects 
are contained in Table 1. As a secondary result of the 
above choices, it was also possible to st.udy effects of 
different construction methods employed by various 
contractors on the gradations of the finished base. 
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TABLE I. PROJECT IDENTIFICATION 
ROUTE NO. GENERAL LOCATION 
KY 922 Newtown Pike 
I 75 Richmond 
US 31W Radcliff 
us 27 Burnside 
us 68 Campbellsville 
us 68 Russellville 
KY 176 Paradise 
us 68 Cadiz 
I 64 Ashland 
us 27 Lancaster 
I 64 Winchester 
I 75 Williamstown 
Fifteen-pound samples were taken from every fifth 
truck load, on each of II projects, until the number 
of samples shown in Table I was obtained. At Lancaster, 
a set of random numbers was used to obtain the truck 
load number to be sampled. Each designated truck load 
was sampled after it was loaded and weighed; the sample 
was tagged with a number and code letter 11 8". C'A11 
was reserved for stockpile samples, but none were 
taken.) The same truck load was sampled from the 
spreader box and tagged with the· same number and the 
letter "C". The same load was again sampled 
immediately after being spread; this sample was 
identified with the letter "D". A sample taken after 
compaction was identified with the letter "E". The total 
number of samples taken depended upon project length, 
dates of placement, and travel schedules. 
Two additional samples {25 pounds each) were 
taken at the loading point, representing 25 truck loads. 
These samples were reserved for laboratory wear tests. 
The "B" and "C" sampfes were obtained from a 
depth of about one foot; material for the "D" and "E11 
samples came from the top three inches of the lift. On 
the Lancaster project, a special series of samples were 
taken from each two-inch thickness through the total 
sixainches. 
The samples from the Winchester and Williamstown 
projects were quartered by hand. The other samples 
were quartered using a mechanical splitter. After 
splitting, samples were placed in pans and oven dried 
for a minimum of 24 hours; afterwards they were 
weighed, and sieved. The sieve nest consisted of the 
l-inch, 3/4-inch, 3/8-inch, No. 4, No. 10, No. 40, and 
No. 200 sieves and a pan. Retained weights, sample 
identifications, and project name and (or) number were 
punched on data cards in a standard format. 
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COUNTY PROJECT NO. NO. OF 
SAMPLES 
Fayette us 724 (5) 15 
Madison I 75-3(4)87 II 
Hardin F 79{26) 14 
McCreary F 170{8) 14 
Taylor s 190(5) 10 
Logan F 163(15) 13 
Muhlenberg SP 89-43 7 
Trigg SP 111-254-8 8 
Boyd I 64-8(11)183 10 
Garrard F 525{9) 8 
Clark 28 
Grant 16 
Special samples taken at the loading point were 
subjected to a ball-mill wear test. The samples were split 
and oven dried {24 hours). One portion of the dried 
sample was sieved as follows: 3/4-inch, 3/8-inch, Nos. 
4, 8, 16, 30, 50, and 100 sieves and a pan. Material 
recovered from the pan was placed in a glass jar and 
tagged for the "before" Atterburg limits tests. The 
remainder of the sample was washed, dried, and resieved. 
A standard gradation sample for wear tests was prepared 
according to Table 2. This charge was selected so that 
all samples before the wear test would have the same 
gradation, conforming closely to the Kentucky 
specifications for dense graded aggregate. The charge 
sample was placed in a porcelain jug along with 50 
ceramic 3/8-inch diameter balls. The jug was rotated at 
84 rpm for 30 minutes, and material was carefully 
removed and sieved. Pan material was reserved for the 
"after" Atterberg limits tests. The remaining sample was 
washed and dried. Weights of washed material retained 
on each sieve were used to obtain losses due to wear. 
Liquid and plastic limits of the minus No. 100 fraction 
before and after the ball-mill test were determined. 
Ball-mill test results were summarized in terms of 
fineness moduli and compared against Kentucky 
gradation specification fineness moduli. Samples were 
then grouped according to such factors as geology, 
construction techniques, operations (phase of 
construction), etc. Computer programs {APPENDIX A) 
were written to obtain arithmetic means, material 
variances, sampling variances, testing variances, overall 
variances, standard deviations, and t-test and F-test 
values. Standard statistical tables were used to determine 
if any of the variances were significant. Those variables 
which were significant were counted and sununarized 
to indicate trends. 
TABLE 2. STANDARD CHARGE SAMPLE 
FOR WEAR TEST 
SIEVE SIZE WEIGHT (GRAMS) 
3/4" 
405.0 
3/8" 
173.5 
No.4 
121.5 
No.8 
92.0 
No. 16 
75.0 
No. 30 
69.5 
No. 50 
63.5 
No. 100 
0 
Pan 
ANALYSIS 
GRADATION CHANGES DURING CONSTRUCTION 
Sample gradations are presented in APPENDIX B. 
Limestone used on the Radcliff project was bluish when 
wet; and because of this peculiarity, duplicate analyses 
were made .. including and excluding data from that 
project. Other analyses were also made grouping data 
from projects which utilized similar construction 
equipment. Data were also grouped and analyzed 
according to geologic origin of the rock. 
Gradations Leaving Plant (Table 3). The Lancaster, 
Richmond, and Williamstown projects differed 
significantly from the other seven projects for which 
there were sufficient data for statistical analyses. The 
plant gradations for the three projects were too fine; 
and 67, 31, and 44 percent of the samples exceeded 
the upper limits of the specification for the 3/8-inch 
and Nos. 4 and 200 sieves, respectively; this is compared 
to 9, 2, and 19 percent for the seven other projects. 
For the three projects, 82, 62, and 12 percent of the 
material passed the 3/8-inch and Nos. 4 and 200 sieves, 
respectively. For the other seven projects, these 
percentages were 72, 52, and II, respectively. 
Gradations at the Spreader (Table 4). Generally, 
samples taken from the spreader box were more variable 
than those taken at any other point in the construction 
process. Before spreading, 73, 50, 36, and 19 percent 
passed the 3/8-inch and Nos. 4, 10, and 40 sieves, 
respectively. After spreading, 76, 56, 38, and 19 percent 
passed. Segregation may have occurred in the truck bed 
during hauling and in the spreader hopper during 
dumping. However, the spreading operation seemed to 
have rehomogenized the material. 
Gradations after Spreading (Table 5 ). After 
spreading, only three projects, the Burnside, Radcliff, 
and Russellville projects, differed more than two 
percentage points from the mean plant percentages 
passing the 3/8-inch and No. 4 sieves. The at-plant 
percentages were: Burnside: 75 and 56; Radcliff: 71 and 
52; and Russellville: 69 and 51. The after-spreading 
percentages were: Burnside: 80 and 61; Radcliff: 76 and 
57; and Russellville: 73 and 54. Aggregate for these 
projects were obtained from Mississippian deposits. The 
Russellville project utilized a spreading machine which 
also tamped the DGA as it was laid. Except for the 
above three projects, spreading operations did not cause 
any significant changes in original gradations. 
Gradations after Compaction (Table 6 ). The 
Ashland, Campbellsville, and Richmond projects showed 
no significant difference between the mean gradations 
at the plant and after compaction. With the exception 
of the Burnside and Radcliff projects, gradations of the 
remaining projects indicated that compaction caused a 
minor degradation of about one to two percentage 
points on the 3/8-inch and Nos. 4, 10, and 40 screens 
(77, 57, 39, and 20 percent compared to 75, 55, 37, 
and 19 percent, respectively). Apparently the 
straight-wheeled rubber-tired, the wobbly-wheeled 
rubber-tired, and the vibratory steel-wheeled compactors 
caused densification by crushing. In contrast, the 
Burnside and Radcliff projects employed vibratory shoe 
compactors which had 12 individual plates 
approximately 8 inches by 12 inches. This apparently 
provided sufficient bearing area to cause densification 
by particle movement rather than by crushing. The 
vibratory shoe compactors shook clods of soil down the 
side of the embankment while the compactor was 25 
feet away. For these two projects, there was virtually 
no difference in the mean gradation between the 
after-spreading and the after-compaction samples. 
Gradations with respect to Depth in Layer (Table 
7). To determine if there had been an error in procedure 
by sampling only the top three inches of a compacted 
lift, a special series of samples were taken on the-
Lancaster project. Samples were taken from each 
two-inch thickness of the six-inch lift. Table 7 
summarizes sieve analysis test results. The analysis 
indicated that only the No. 10 sieve differed more than 
one percentage point (1.4 percent) from the project 
average; this difference was less than the standard error 
of estimate (1.6 percent) for the entire project. 
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TABLE 3. AVERAGE GRADATIONS OF SAMPLES TAKEN FROM LOADED 
TRUCKS AT THE PLANT 
NUMBER AVERAGE PERCENT FINER THAN 
PROJECT OF I inch 3/4 inch 3/8 inch No.4 No. 10 No. 40 No. 200 FINENESS 
SAMPLES MODULUS 
Ashland 10 100.0 99.0 77.2 58.5 39.0 19.8 11.4 3.95 
Burnside 11 100.0 98.0 75.0 56.0 39.4 19.9 10.6 4.01 
Campbellsville 100.0 99.2 68.7 50.0 34.0 18.1 IO.l 4.20 
Lancaster 100.0 99.3 84,0 63.8 39.8 16.5 10,8 3.86 
Lexington 14 99.0 98.0 66.4 45.2 29.3 15.6 10.2 4.35 
Paradise 1 100.0 99.1 70.1 48.4 34.1 19.3 10.9 4.18 
Radcliff 9 100.0 96.8 70.5 52.3 36,0 19.2 12.1 4.13 
Richmond 10 100.0 99.2 80.5 62.0 41.3 18.8 12.2 3.86 
Russellville 10 100.0 97.1 68.8 50.6 37.8 19.5 10.5 4.16 
Williamstown 13 100.0 99.3 81.3 61.6 40.9 22.3 12.1 3.82 
Winchester 28 100.0 98.0 73.7 53.8 34.7 18.2 10.9 4.11 
MEANS 119 100.0 98.3 74.4 55.0 36.8 18.8 ll.l 4.06 
SPECIFICATION 100.0 100.0 80.0 65.0 50.0 30.0 12.0 3.63 
MAXIMUM 
SPECIFICATION 100.0 70.0 50.0 35.0 25.0 15,0 s.o 5.00 
MINIMUM 
TABLE 4. AVERAGE GRADATIONS OF SAMPLES TAKEN FROM THE 
SPREADER BOX 
NUMBER AVERAGE PERCENT FINER THAN 
PROJECT OF 1 inch 3/4 inch 3/8 inch No.4 No. 10 No. 40 No, 200 FINENESS 
SAMPLES MODULUS 
Ashland 10 100.0 99.1 77.5 58.4 39.0 19.8 ll.6 3.95 
Burnside 11 100.0 98.4 75.0 56,0 39.5 19.9 10.4 4.01 
Campbellsville 6 100.0 98.9 60.5 43.3 30.0 16.3 8.7 4.42 
Lancaster 7 100.0 99.1 82.9 63.4 39.8 16.8 10,7 3.87 
Lexington 13 lOO.O 96.7 57.9 38.4 25.5 14.0 9.2 4.58 
Paradise 100.0 98.9 62.7 43.2 30.8 18.1 10.8 4 . .% 
Radcliff 10 100.0 9V 74.0 55.2 375 19B 123 4D4 
Richmond 10 100.0 99.0 76.5 57.3 38.1 17.7 II.6 4.00 
Russellville 5 IOO.O 97.0 68.3 50.4 37.2 19.3 10.5 4.17 
Williamstown IS 100.0 99,3 80.9 61.5 41.5 22.3 12.7 3.82 
Winchester 23 100.0 98.1 74.4 54.4 34.9 18.2 10.8 4,09 
MEANS 113 100.0 98.3 73.1 50.0 36.3 18.5 11.0 4.09 
SPECIFICATION 100.0 100.0 80.0 65.0 50.0 30.0 12.0 3,63 
MAXIMUM 
SPECIFICATION 100.0 70.0 50.0 35.0 25.0 15.0 5.0 5.00 
MINIMUM 
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TABLE 5. AVERAGE GRADATIONS OF SAMPLES TAKEN AFTER 
SPREADING 
NUMBER AVERAGE PERCENT FINER THAN 
PROJECT OF 1 inch 3/4 inch 3/8 inch No.4 No. 10 No. 40 No. 200 FINENESS 
SAMPLES MODULUS 
Ashland 8 100.0 99.3 77.3 58.3 38.6 19.4 11.1 3.96 
Burnside ll 100.0 98.6 79.5 61.2 43.3 21.4 11.4 3.85 
Campbellsville 6 100.0 99.1 69.1 49.8 33.4 17.7 9.7 4.21 
Lancaster 5 100.0 99.1 83.6 63.5 40.1 16.9 11.1 3.86 
lexington 14 99.9 98.3 67.3 45.8 29.9 15.8 10.4 4.33 
Paradise 3 100.0 99.2 72.4 49.9 34.3 19.6 I 1.7 4.13 
Radcliff 8 100.0 97.9 76.1 57.0 38.4 20.2 12.6 3.98 
Richmond 10 100.0 99.2 79.5 60.6 40.5 18.7 12.3 3.89 
Russellville 7 100.0 97.7 72.9 54.3 40.0 20.7 11.3 4.03 
Williamstown 12 100.0 99.4 82.2 63.0 42.4 22.4 13.0 3.78 
Winchester 24 100.0 98.0 74.4 54.1 37.6 18.1 10.9 4.10 
MEANS 108 100.0 98.6 75.7 56.0 38.1 19.1 10.9 4.02 
SPECIFICATION 100.0 100.0 80.0 65.0 50.0 30.0 12.0 3.63 
MAXIMUM 
SPECIFICATION 100.0 70.0 50.0 35.0 25.0 15.0 5.0 5.00 
MINIMUM 
TABLE 6. AVERAGE GRADATIONS OF SAMPLES TAKEN AFTI!R 
COMPACTION 
NUMBER AVERAGE PERCENT FINER THAN 
PROJECT OF I inch 3/4 inch 3/8 inch No.4 No. 10 No. 40 No. 200 FINENESS 
SAMPLES MODULUS 
Ashland 8 100.0 99.0 77.9 59.5 40.4 20.7 12.1 3.90 
Burnside II 100,0 99.0 79.5 61.2 43.1 21.4 11.3 3.85 
Campbellsville 6 100.0 99.4 68.9 50.4 34.2 18.1 9.8 4.19 
Lancaster 6 100.0 99.3 85.3 66.3 42.4 18.1 12.0 3.77 
lexington 14 99.9 97.8 68.3 48.0 31.9 16.5 10.9 4.27 
Paradise 6 100.0 99.1 70.9 49.1 34.1 19.4 11.6 4.16 
Radcliff 9 100.0 97,0 74.1 56.0 38.9 21.1 13.6 3.99 
Richmond 9 100.0 99.1 78.4 58.9 39.2 18.7 12.6 3.93 
Russellville 6 100.0 97.5 74.8 56.4 41.8 21.5 11.6 3.96 
Williamstown 16 100.0 99.2 82.3 63.8 44.2 24.7 14.8 3.71 
Winchester 27 100.0 98.7 77.6 57.8 38.2 21.0 12.6 3.94 
MEANS ll8 100.0 98.6 76.6 57.4 39.0 20.5 12.5 3.96 
SPECIFICATION 100.0 100.0 80.0 65.0 50.0 30.0 12.0 3.63 
MAXIMUM 
SPECIFICATION 100.0 70.0 50,0 35.0 25.0 15.0 5.0 5.00 
MINIMUM 
TAIILE 7. AVERAGE GRADATIONS OF SAMPLES TAKEN FROM VARIOUS 
LAYERS OF TOTAL BASE COURSE DEPTH (LANCASTER PROJEC1) 
AVERAGE PERCENT FINER THAN 
1 inch 3/4 inch 3/8 inch No.4 No. 10 No. 40 No. 200 
BOTTOM TWO INCHES 100.0 99.4 86.4 68.2 45.2 I9.1 12.1 
MIDDLE TWO INCHES 100.0 99.4 85.8 67.9 44.7 18.7 12.4 
TOP TWO INCHES 10U.O 99.6 86.0 65.0 41.2 19.2 13.9 
MEANS 100.0 99.5 86.1 67.1 43.7 19.0 12.8 
AVERAGE BY ROUTINE 
SAMPLING 100.0 99.3 85.3 66.3 42.4 18.! 12.0 
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.0 0.5 l.l !.5 1.6 1.2 1.0 
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General Comments. Samples taken from the Cadiz 
and Paradise projects were tested; but their usefullness 
and reliability are very questionable. The Cadiz project 
was consistently "out of step" with other projects; this 
can be attributed to construction methods and 
equipment employed during the compaction stage. The 
contractor used a road grader to remove all but the 
bottom two inches of dense graded aggregate so that 
a light, steel-wheeled roller, pulled by a farm tractor, 
could compact the two-inch lift. After the layer was 
compacted, another two-inch lift was bladed into place. 
The blading and compacting process continued until the 
last lift had been compacted. This resulted in excessive 
segregation. Variances, summarized in APPENDIX B, 
indicated sampling variances in samples obtained after 
compaction, were significant at the 95 percent 
confidence level 69 percent of the time as compared 
to 27 percent maximum when any other project was 
compared to all projects. 
The Paradise project was located approximately 50 
miles from the plant, and only four truckloads could 
be sampled there before construction was completed. 
This was an insufficient number of samples to provide 
a statistically sound analysis. 
While three projects (Ashland, Campbellsville, and 
Paradise) showed essentially no changes in average 
gradations (Table 6), other projects indicated that 
construction methods do cause minor gradation changes. 
None of the gradation changes is considered to be 
significant. Changes detected at different stages of 
construction are attributable to the type of equipment 
used. 
The construction methods which produced the 
least change from the original gradations involved a 
spreader box powered by a bulldozer, initial compaction 
with a three-wheeled steel roller, blading to a smooth 
surface with a road grader, ani! final compaction with 
the vibratory shoe unit. 
Significant variations were noted amongst projects. 
Analyses indicated that wide variances in the initial 
average grad?.tion can be expected, as shown in Table 
3. This was attributed largely to the source of aggregate 
and the quarry operations. Once a gradation was 
produced, remaining construction stages did not cause 
significant gradational changes. 
Type of construction equipment and original 
gradation overshadowed any effects due to differences 
in the geologic source of the limestone. 
Comparison of quarry gradation test results and 
field observations indicated that optimum density was 
reached with difficulty on those projects where the 
material passing the No. 200 sieve exceeded ten percent. 
Gradation analyses also showed that when there was 
excessive minus 200-size material (12 percent), material 
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passing the 3/4- and 3/8-inch and No. 4 sieves (99, 82, 
and 62 percent, respectively) were either at, or 
exceeded, the upper "passing" limit of the gradation 
specification. 
LABORATORY WEAR TESTS 
Susceptibility of Aggregates. Kentucky gradation 
specifications requirements are in terms of the following 
sieves: I inch, 3/4 inch, 3/8 inch, No.4, No. 10, No. 
40, and No. 200. The sieve nest used to check gradations 
before and after the ball-mill test consisted of the 
following sieves: 3/4 inch, 3/8 inch, No. 4, No. 8, No. 
16, No. 30, No. 50, and No. 100 (the nest specified 
by ASTM Designation: CJ25). The fmeness modulus was 
computed for each sample, and data was submitted to 
a computerized polynomial fitting library program, 
Kentucky fmeness modulus was called the "X" variable 
and the ASTM fineness modulus was the "Y" variable. 
The equation of best fit was found to be 
Y ; 0.604 + 1.279X. 
The standard deviation was I x 10·5 and the computed 
error was 1.71 x 10·2. The computed error is a measure 
of the differences between observed Y' s and computed 
Y's in Equation I. The mean fineness modulus for the 
"before" sample was 5.2790. After the wear test, the 
average ASTM fmeness modulus was 5.0625, and the 
Kentucky fineness modulus was 3.4872. Maximum and 
minimum ASTM fmeness modulus values were 5.1740 
and 4.9280, respectively; and maximum and minimum 
Kentucky fineness modulus values were 3.5630 and 
3.4000, respectively. 
Plasticity of Fines. Atterberg limits tests showed 
that none of the materials passing the No. 100 sieve 
was plastic (Table 8). 
OTHER TEST RESULTS 
Specific Gravities of Limestones. Average specific 
gravity of the limestones involved in the investigation 
was 2.67 and varied from 2.62 to 2.74 (Table 9). 
Density Tests. Nuclear density-moisture data were 
obtained on the Lexington project, but testing was 
suspended because of failure of the meter. The meter 
was repaired in time to test only the Ashland and 
Lancaster projects. Test results are summarized in Table 
10. Based on limited data, it was noted that densities 
increased with time on approximately half of the test 
sites. At other sites, densities decreased with time. 
Explanations for this divergent behavior are not 
ventured. 
TABLE 8. ATIERBERG LIMITS OF MINUS NO. 100 MATERiAL 
LIQUID PLASTIC PLASTICITY 
LIMIT LIMIT INDEX 
BEFORE BALL MILL TEST* 
MAXIMUM 20.5 18.9 4.5 
MINIMUM 13.7 13.0 0.0 
AVERAGE 17.5 15.8 1.7 
AFTER BALL MILL TEST** 
MAXIMUM 18.5 17.2 4.4 
MINIMUM 13.1 13.4 0.0 
AVERAGE 16.1 15.2 0.9 
ALL TESTS*** 
MAXIMUM 20.5 18.9 4.5 
MINIMUM 13.1 13.0 0.0 
AVERAGE 17.0 15.5 1.5 
*NUMBER OF TESTS: 68 
**NUMBER OF TESTS: 41 
***NUMBER OF TESTS: 109 
TABLE 9. SATURATED SURFACE-DRY SPECIFIC GRAVITIES 
NUMBER SPECIFIC GRAVITIES 
PROJECT OF 
TESTS MAXIMUM MINIMUM AVERAGE 
ASHLAND 6 2.685 2.627 2.651 
CAMPBELLSVILLE 4 2.687 2.632 2.660 
LANCASTER 2 2.744 2.729 2.736 
LEXINGTON 14 2.698 2.655 2.669 
PARADISE 4 2.682 2.636 2.659 
RADCLIFF 4 2.701 2.618 2.657 
RiCHMOND 10 2.683 2.655 2.668 
WILLIAMSTOWN 24 2.697 2.632 2.662 
WINCHESTER 19 2.688 2.650 2.668 
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TABLE JO. NUCLEAR MOISTURE-DENSITY DATA (LANCASTER PROJECT, 
SEPTEMBER 1964) 
UNIT WEIGHTS (lbs/cuft) AND MOISTURE CONTENTS (%) 
STATION DATE DATE TESTED 
PLACED SEP II SEP I4 SEP 15 SEP I6 SEP 17 SEP I8 
102+60 SEP II 147.I 145.4 143,3 
6,S 2.8 2.2 
102+97 SEP 11 150.6 143,0 136.8 147.1 
4.0 1.7 1.8 1.6 
103+06 SEP 11 150.7 148.8 147.7 
s.s 2.1 1.9 
103+68 SEP 11 139.1 145.7 
2.S 2.4 
103+69 SEP 11 148.1 143.4 137.0 
6.3 l.S I.S 
104+20 SEP II 148.4 147.5 
S.4 2.7 
104+63 SEP II 147.7 
s.s 
l05+02(E) SEP 14 135,7 
2.2 
105+02(\V) SEP 14 152.8 
1.8 
106+10 SEP 15 144.8 
3,7 
106+14 SEP 15 149.4 
2.9 
106+25 SEP I5 152,5 155.7 151.9 
s.o 3,S 3.2 
106+45 SEP 15 153,9 
4.6 
106+50 SEP 15 137.0 
2.6 
106+55 SEP 15 153.3 
3.7 
106+60 SEP I5 133.0 
2.6 
106+75 SEP 15 150.6 
2.8 
107+00 SEP 15 131.8 141.1 145.1 
2.4 1.7 2.4 
107+50 SEP 15 132.6 147.4 
S.3 2.8 
108+00 SEP IS 130,8 135.2 139.2 140.7 
3.0 2.I 2.0 3.4 
108+50 SEP IS 131.0 141.2 
3.4 3.I 
l09+00(E) SEP IS 142.5 141.3 
2.I 2.I 
109+00(W) SEP IS 128,6 
3.4 
110+50(E) SEP IS 143.6 132.3 
2.4 2.3 
110+50(W) SEP IS 140.5 
3,6 
111+00 SEP IS 143.8 
4.5 
112+00 SEP IS 139.7 136.4 
3.I 2.6 
112+33 SEP IS 139,6 
4.3 
113+00 SEP IS I43,7 
4.7 
113+50 SEP IS I37,0 
4.0 
116+63 SEP I6 134.9 
3.4 
117+43 SEP I6 141.9 
3.2 
118+05 SEP 16 137,9 
3,9 
118+23 SEP l6 135.5 
2.3 
120+50 SEP l6 143,8 
3.9 
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APPENDIX A 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

t I'ROGRI\11 NO. t.~7040-F4 
C TITlE - ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE COMPUTER. I'ROGFU\M fOR DENSE GRADED 
C AGGREGATE SIEVE ANALYSIS DATA 
C SPECIAl MACHINE ~EQ. - NONE 
C SIJBROllHNES REQUI REO - CALLATHRUZ 
C KEY WORDS - MATERIAl VARIANCE, SAMPliNG 1/ARIANCE,TESTING VARIANCE, 
C OVERALL 1/IRJINCE, STANDARD DEVIATIDN, ARITHMETIC MEAN. 
c 
C THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TD CALCULATE THE MATERIAL VARIANCE, SIMP-
C LING VARIANCE, TESTING VARIANCE, OVERALL VARIANCE, STANDARD DEVIA-
C TION, AND ARITHMETIC MEAN, BY SIEVE SIZE ONLY. ANY COMBINATION Of 
C DATI CARDS CAN BE ANALYZED SO LONG 15 THERE ARE FOUR 141 CARDS PER 
C DUPLICATE SAMPLE. THE END OF A SET OF DATA CARDS IS REACHED BY 
C ~AlliNG FOUR 141 CARDS WITH THE fiXED POINT INTEGER ZERO 101 
C ?UNCHED IN COLUMN 23. ANY IDENTIFICATION NAME MAY BE PlACED IN 
C COLUMNS l THROUGH 14 ON THESE DUMMY CARDS. THIS NAME Will BE 
t PRINTED OUT UNDER THE JOB NUMBER COLUMN ON THE OUTPUT LISTING. 
C THE NUMBER Of SETS OF DATA, Ll, MUST BE READ PRIOR TO ANY DATA 
C CARDS AND MUST BE PUNCHED IN FIXED POINT INTEGERS AND RIGHT HIND 
t JUSTIFIED IN COLUMNS 1 THROUGH 3. lL MUST ALSO BE READ INTO THE 
C 7D40 COMPUTER PRIOR TO ANY DATA. 
c 
c 
C ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
C FOR 
C DENSE GRADED AGGREGATE SIEVE ANAlYSIS DATA 
DOUBLE PRECISION S!,JOBNOl,JOBND2,SA,SB,SC,SO,SE,Sf,SG,SH 
DIMENSION JOBNO!l51 1 ISITNOI4lo IBAG!4l,ISPliTI41,5IEIIE!6,4J,STOTAL 
li4I,PSIEVE!8,41,SUMAI81,SU~B!BI,SUMCIBl,SUMDI8l,SUMli81,SUM218l,DI 
2FFll8l~OIFF21BI,CFI8l,USOFSI81,DSSOF518I,SOFSTPI8l,XMSll8l,XMS2181 
3 9 XMS318l,SIGI2181,SIGS2!Bl,SIGT218l,OVVARIBJ,OIISIGIBJ,XBAR18l, 
4 JOBNOII8l,JOBN021Bl,JOBN03IBI,Sll8l,S218l,S318l,S41Sl,S518l,S618l 
5,51'181 
DATA SA/' 1'/ 
DATA SB/' 3!4'/ 
DATA SCI' 3/8'/ 
DATA SD/' N0.4'/ 
DATI SE/' NO.lO'/ 
DATA SF/' N0.40'/ 
DATA SG/'N0.200'/ 
DATA SH/' PAN'/ 
C ll = NUMBER OF DATA DECKS 
READI5vo01Ll 
60 fORMATII31 
DO 500 L=l,ll 
WRITEI6,3l 
3 fORMATI1Hl,42X,37HANAlVSIS OF VARIANCE COMPUTER PROGRIM,//,58X,3Hf 
lOR,//,4DX,42HDENSE GRADED AGGREGATE SIEVE ANAlYSIS DATA,///1 
WRITE(6,Zl 
2 FORMATI/// 1 28Xo'AR!THMETIC MEAN IS IN TERMS OF CUMULATIVE PERCENT 
lPIISS!NG A SIEVE.' I 
WRITE 16,20 l 
20 FDRMATI/// 1 lQX,3HJOBw8X 1 7HTYPE OF,5X 1 5HSIEVE 1 3X,lDHARITHMET!C,3X,8 
lHMATER!Al,5X,8HSAMPL!NG,6X,7HTESTING 1 6X,7HOVERAllo5X,8HSTANDARD,6X 
2,7H NUMBER,/ 
3,8X,6HNUMBER 1 6X,9HOPERAT!ON,4X,4HSIZE,7Xw4HMEAN,6X,8HVARIANCE,5X,8 
4HIIARIANCE,5X,SHVARIANCE,5X,8HVARIANCE,5X,9HDEVIATION,5X,8HOF UNITS 
5,///l 
C N= COUNTER OF SETS OF FOUR DATA CARDS 
N=D 
DO 102 J=l,4 
17 
00 102 1=1,8 
SIEVE(I,JI=O, 
102 PSIEVEII,Jl=O. 
DO 103 1=1,8 
SUMll I 1=0, 
SUM211l=O, 
CF!Il=O, 
USOFSI I 1=0, 
DSSOFSIII=O, 
SOFSTPI !1=0, 
XMSlll l=O, 
XMS211l=O, 
XMS311l=O, 
SIGAZI I 1=0, 
SIGS21 I 1=0, 
SIGT2( ll=O. 
OVVARill=O, 
OVSIGIII=O, 
XBARI!l=O, 
DIFFU ll=O, 
DIFFZI Il=O. 
SUMAIII =0, 
SUMBIII =0, 
SUMCI I l =0. 
103 SUMDIII =0. 
10 DO 100 J=l,4 
C JOBNOIJJ= HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
C IBAGIJI = BAG NUMBER OF DUPLICATE SAMPLE BAGS 
C ISPLITIJl = SPLIT NUMBER OF A SAMPLE BAG 
C STOTAL = TOTAL SAMPLE WEIGHT IN GRAMS OF A PARTICULAR SPLIT 
C J VAlUES MEAN THE CARD NUMBER OF A FOUR CARD SET OF DATA 
C J=1 MEANS SPLIT ONE OF BAG ONE, J=2 MEANS SPLIT TWO OF BAG ONE, 
C 1J=3 MEANS SPLIT ONE OF BAG TWO, J=4 MEANS SPLIT TWO OF BAG TWO. 
RFAO I 5, 51 JO BNOll J l, J OBN02 I J I , J OBN03 I J l , IS ITNO I J I , I B AGI J I , I SPLIT I J I 
1 9 SliJJ,S21Jl,S31Jl,S41Jl,S51Jl,S61JJ,S7(JI,STOTALIJl 
5 FORMAT!2A6 9 A2,7X,Al,Il,Al,8F7.01 
IFIIBAGIJl.EQ.OlGO TO 200 
100 CONTINUE 
DO liH J=1, 4 
SIEVEI1,JI=Sl1JI 
SLfVE(2,Jl=S21Jl 
SIEVEI3,Jl=S3(JI 
SIEVEI4,JI=S41Jl 
SIEVE(5,JI=S51Jl 
S!EVE(6,Jl=S61JI 
110 SIEVEI7,JI=S71JI 
C I VALUES MEAN THE SIEVE SIZE,JE. 1=1=1 INCH SIEVE,I=2= 314 INCH, 
C 11=3= 3/8 INCH, !=4= N0.4, !=5= .NO.lO, !=6= N0.40, !=7= N0.200 
C SIEVEII,Jl =WEIGHT OF SAMPLE IN GRAMS RETAINED ON ITH SIEVE, JTH 
C 1CARO 
C PSIEVE(!,Jl CONVERTS WEIGHT OF SIEVECI,JI TO A PERCENT FIGURE 
PSTEVEI 1,JI=IISTOTALIJl-SIEVEil,Jil*lOO.I/STOTALIJl 
DO 101 1=2,7 
SIEVE(l,Jl=SIEVEII,JI+SIEVEII-l,JI 
PS!EVEI !,JI=IISTOTALIJl-S!EVEil,Jil*100.J/STOTALIJl 
101 CONTINUE 
N=N+1 
DO 150 I =1, 7 
C SUM111l =SUM OF BOTH SPLITS OF BAG 1 FOR !TH SIEVE 
SUMllll =PSIEVEII,ll +PS!EVE(I,2l 
C DIFFll!l=D!FFERENCE OF BOTH SPLITS OF BAG 1 FOR ITH SIEVE 
DIFFIIII=PSIEVEII,ll -PSIEVEII,21 
C SUM2111= SUM OF BOTH SPliTS Of BAG 2 FOR ITH SIEVE 
SUM21Il =PSIEVE!l,31 +PSIEVEI!,41 
C OIFF21II=D!FFERENCE OF BOTH SPLITS OF BAG 2 FOR ITH SIEVE 
DIFF21 I I=PSIEV'EII ,31 -PSIEVEI1,4l 
SUMA (I l = SUMA (! l + SUMU I l + SUM2! II 
SUMBI!) = SUMBI II + DIFFllll**2+ DlfF21H**2 
SUMCI!l = SUMCIII + ISUMllll-SUM21lll**2 
150 SUMOIII = SUMDIII + ISUMtlll+SUM21Ill**2 
GO TO 10 
200 XN = N 
DO 71 !=1,7 
C CFIII =CORRECTION FACTOR FOR !TH SIEVE SIZE 
CFIIl=SU~AIIl*SU~Aill/4.0/XN 
~ USOFSI!l =UNIT SUM OF SQUARES FOR ITH SIEVE 
USOFSIIl = SIJ"1D(li/4.0-CF([l 
C DSSOFS!II= DUPLICATE SAMPLE SUM OF SQUARES FOR ITH SIEVE SIZE 
DSSOFS(ll= SIJMCI!l/4.0 
C SQFSTPI !) = SUM OF SQUARES FOR TEST PORTIONS FOR ITH SIEVE SIZE 
SO!C.STP! IJ = SIJMB( !l/2.0 
C XMSl!li 7 XMS21!l,XMS31ll ARE MEAN SQUARES FOR ITH SIEVE SIZE 
IFIN.EQ.ll GO TO 112 
XMSl(ll= USOFSI!l/IXN-1.01 
GO TO 113 
112 XMSU I) =IJSOFSlll 
113 XMS2Ill= DSSOFS!Il/XN 
XMS31 II= SOFSTP( ll/2.0/XN 
C SIGA2( II= MATERIAl VARIANCE FOR TTH SIEVE SIZE 
SIGA2! !1=1 XMSH ll-XMSZIII l/4. 0 
IFISIGA21 Il.LT.O.ISIGA21 11=0. 
C SIG~2!1l =SAMPLING VARIANCE FDA ITH SIEVE SIZE 
S I GS 21 I l =I X M S21 11-XM S 31 I l II 2. 0 
IFIS!GS2!Il.LT.O.JSIGS211l=O. 
C SIGT211l =TESTING VARIANCE FOR ITH SIEVE SIZE 
SIGT21ll= XMS31 II 
!FISIGT21ll.LT.O.ISIGT21ll=O. 
C OVVARIII =OVERALL VARIANCE FOR ITH SIEVE SIZE 
DVVAR(!I = SIGAilll + SIGS2!ll + SIGT211l 
C OVS!GIII =OVERALL SIGMA , STANDARD DEVIATION FOR tTH SIEVE SIZE 
OVS!GI!I = SQRTIOVVARIIll 
C KBAAIIl = ARITHMETIC MEAN FOR ITH SIEVE SIZE 
KBAR I II = SUMA (! 1/XN/4. 0 
GO TOI211,212,213,214,215,216,217,Zl8l,I 
211 S !=SA 
ISI=l 
GO TO 70 
212 St=SB 
I SI=2 
GO TO 70 
213 Sl=SC 
TS!=3 
GO TO 10 
214 Sl=SD 
IS 1=4 
GO TO 10 
215 SI=SE 
IS!=5 
GO TO 70 
216 'S!=SF 
IS!=6 
GO TO 70 
19 
217 SI=SG' 
!51=7 
GO TO 70 
218 SI=SH 
IS l=B 
70 N=XN . 
WRITEI6 ,40lJOBNOllll,JOBN021ll,JOBN03ili,ISITNOilloSioXBARIII 0 
l SIGA21 IltSJGS21 !J,SIGT21 li,OVVARI lloOVSIGIII,N 
40 FORMATI4X, 2 A6, A2, 6X, A 1, BX, A6 ,lX ,F 10 • 5, 2X,Fl0. 5, 3Xofl0, 5o 3X 0 f 10. 5o 
1 3X,Fl0.5,3X,Fl0.5,7X,I3,//I 
71 WRITE 17,411 JOBNOl I 11, JOBN02 I 11 ,JOBN03Cli,ISITNO Ill, ISI, XBARI llo 
lSIGA21li,SIGS21IItSIGT21IIoN 
41 FORMATI2A6,A2,2X,Al,7X,!l,4FJ2.5,2Xol31 
500 CONTINUE 
CAll EX IT 
END 
20 
C PROGRAM NO, 14-7040-F4 
C TITLE - ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR DENSE GRADED 
C AGGREGATE SIEVE ANALYSIS DATA FOR FINENESS MODUlUS 
C SPECIAl MACHINE REQ. -NONE 
C SUBROUTINES REQUIRED - NONE 
C KEY WORDS - MATERIAL VARIANCE, SAMPLING VAR!ANCEoTEST!NG VAR1ANCE, 
C OVERALL VARIANCE, STANDARD DEVIATION, ARITHMETIC MEANt FINENESS 
C MODULUS 
c 
C THIS PROGRAM IS DESIGNED TO CALCULATE THE MATERIAl VARIANCE, SAMP-
C LING VARIANCE, TESTING VARIANCE, OVERAll VARIANCE, STANDARD DEVIA-
C TION, AND ARITHMETIC MEAN OF FINENESS MODULUS. ANY COMBINATION OF 
C DATA CARDS CAN BE A~ALVZED SO lONG AS THERE ARE FOUR 141 CARDS PER 
C DUPLICATE SAMPLE. THE END OF A SET OF DATA CARDS IS REACHED BY 
C HAVING FOUR 141 CARDS WITH THE FIXED POINT INTEGER ZERO 101 
C PUNCHED IN COLUMN 23, ANY IDENTIFICATION NAME MAY BE PlACED IN 
C COLUMNS 1 THROUGH 14 ON THESE DUMMY CARDS, THIS NAME W!ll BE 
C PRINTED OUT UNDER THE JOB NUMBER COLUMN ON THE OUTPUT liSTING. ANY 
C FORM OF OUTPUT CAN BE OBTAINED BY PUNCHING IN COLUMN 6 OF THE 
C HEADER DATA CARD, A FIXED POINT INTEGER 4 FOR TAPE, A 6 FOR PRINTo 
C AND A 1 FOR PUNCHED CARDS, lOUT MUST BE READ PRIOR TO ANY DATA 
C CARDS, ON THIS SAME HEADER CARD, THE NUMBER OF SETS OF DATA, LL, 
C MUST BE PUNCHED IN FIXED POINT INTEGERS AND RIGHT HAND JUSTIFIED 
C IN COLUMNS 1 THROUGH 3, Ll MUST ALSO BE READ INTO THE 7040 COMPU-
C TER PRIOR TO ANY DATA, 
c 
c 
C ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
C FOR 
C DENSE GPADED AGGREGATE FINENESS MODULUS 
DIMENSION JOBNOI15J,!SITNOI4J, IBAG!4l 1 lSPliii41,SfEVEI8o41,STOTAL 
ll4l,PSIEVEI8,4I,JOBN0118J,JOBN0218l,JOBN0318J,FINMODI4J,Sli81,S218 
2 I , S 31 8 l • S 4 I 8 l , S 51 8 I , S 6 I 8 l , S 1! 8 I 
C LL = NUMBER OF DATA DECKS 
C !OUT = METHOD OF OUTPUT, IE, 4 FOR TAPE, 6 FOR PRINT, 1 FOR PUNCH, 
READ(5,60lLL,IOUT 
60 FORMAT( 2!31 
DO 500 l=l,Ll 
WR!TE(!OUT,31 
3 FORMATI1Hl,42X,37HANALYSIS OF VARIANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM,//,58X,3HF 
lOR,//,42X,39HDENSE GRADED AGGREGATE FINENESS MODULUS,///1 
WRITE!IOUT,2Dl 
20 FORMATI///,1DX 1 3HJOB,8X,7HTYPE OF,4X,6H~O. OF,3X,lOHARITHMETIC,3X, 
l8HMATERIAL,5X,8HSAMPLING,6X,7HTEST!NG,6X,7HOVERALL,5Xo8HSTANDARD,/ 
2,8X,6HNUMBER,6X,9HOPERATION,3X,5HUN!TS,7X,4HMEAN,6X,8HVARIANCE,5X, 
38HVARIANCE,5X 1 8HVAR!NACEo5X,8HVARIANCF,51,9HDEVIATION,///l 
C N= COUNTER OF SETS OF FOUR DATA CARDS 
N=O 
SUMA = Q, 
SUMB = O, 
SUMC = O. 
SUMO = D. 
10 DO 100 J=l,4 
C JOBNO!Jl= HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
C IBAGIJl = BAG NUMBER OF DUPLICATE SAMPLE BAGS 
C ISPLITIJI = SPLIT NUMBER OF A SAMPLE BAG 
C STOTAL = TOTAl SAMPLE WEIGHT IN GRAMS OF A PARTICULAR SPLIT 
C J VALUES MEAN THE CARD NUMBER OF A FOUR CARD SET OF DATA 
C J=l MEANS SPLIT ONE OF BAG ONE, J=2 MEANS SPLIT TWO OF BAG ONE, 
C lJ=3 MEANS SPLIT ONE OF BAG TWO, J=4 MEANS SPliT TWO OF BAG TWO. 
100 READ 15, 51 J 013 NOl I J l , J OBN 02 I J I , J OBN03 I J l , IS HNOLJ I , I BAG I J l • I SI'L IT I J) 
21 
loSliJJ,S21JJ,S31JI,S41Jl,S5!Jl,S61JJ,S71JJ,STOTAliJI 
5 FORMATI2A6,A2 1 7X,Al,!l,Al,8F7.0l 
DO 110 J=lo4 
SJFVEI l,JJ=SHJJ 
SJEVEI2,Jl=S21Jl 
S!EVE(3,JJ=S3(J) 
SIEVE(4,Jl=S4(J) 
S1EVE(5,Jl=S51Jl 
SIEVEI6 1 J)=S61Jl 
110 SJEVE(7,JI=S71Jl 
IF( IBAG(J) .EQ.OlGO TO 200 
DO 101 J=l,4 
SUM=O. 
C I VALUES MEAN THE SIEVE S!ZE,IE. I=l=l INCH SIEVE,I=2= 3/4 INCH, 
C 1!=3= 3/8 INCH, 1=4= N0.4, !=5= N0.10, 1=6= N0.40, 1=7= N0.200 
C SIEVE(I,Jl =WEIGHJ OF SAMPLE IN GRAMS RETAINED ON ITH SIEVE, JTH 
C ICARD 
DO 102 1=1, 7 
C PSIEVEII,JJ CONVERTS WEIGHT OF SIEVEII,JJ TO A PERCENT FIGURE 
PSIEVEI!,JJ=SlEVEII,JI*lOO./STOTALIJl 
·102 SUM=SUM+PSIEVE(!,Jl 
C PSJEVEIB,Jl IS THE PERCENT OF SAMPLE PASSING N0.200 SIEVE 
PS!EVEI8,Jl= 100.- SUM 
ASlEVE ;;: 0 .. 
FSIEVE = 0 .. 
FSIEVE = PSIEVEI1 1 J) 
FSIEVE = FS!EVE + PSIEVEI2,Jl 
ASIEVE = AS!EVE + FSIEVE 
FSIEVE = FSlEVE + PS!EVEI3,Jl 
ASIEVE = ASIEVE + FSIEVE 
FSIEVE = FS!EVE + PSIEVEI4,Jl 
ASIEVE = ASIEVE + FSIEVE 
FSIEVE = FSIEVE + PSIEVE!5,Jl 
ASJEVE = ASIEVE + FSIEVE 
FSIEVE = FSIEVE + PSIEVE(6,Jl 
ASIEVE = ASIEVE + FSIEVE 
FSIEVE = FSIEVE + PSIEVE(7,Jl 
ASIEVE = AS!EVE + FSIEVE 
101 FINMODIJI = ASIEVE/100, 
N=N+l 
C SUMl. = SUM Of BOTH SPLITS OF BAG 1 FOR FINENESS MODULUS 
SUMl = FINMOD!ll + FINMODIZl 
C SUM2 = SUM OF BOTH SPLITS OF BAG 2 FOR FINENESS MODULUS 
SUM2 = FINMOOI3l + FINMODI4l 
C DIFFl =DIFFERENCE OF BOTH SPLITS OF BAG 1 FOR FINENESS MODULUS 
D!Ffl = FINMOD(ll - FINMODIZI 
C OJFF2 =DIFFERENCE OF BOTH SPLITS OF BAG 2 FOR FINENESS MODULUS 
DIFFZ = FJNMODI31 - FINMODI4l 
SUMA = SUMA + SUMl + SUM2 
SUMB = SUMB + D!FF1**2 + DIFF2**2 
SUMC = SUMC + ISUM1-SUM2l**Z 
SUMO= SUMO+ (SUMl + SUM21**2 
GO TO 10 
200 XN = N 
C CF = CORRECTION FACTOR FOR FINENESS MODULUS 
CF = SUMA*SUMA/4.0/XN 
C USOFS = UNIT <:UM OF SQUARES FOR FINENESS MODULUS 
USOfS = SUMD/4.0-CF 
C OSSOFS = DUPLICATE SAMPLE SUM OF SQUARES FOR FINENESS MODULUS 
OSSOFS = SUMC/4.0 
C SOFSTP = SUM OF SQUARES FOR TEST PORTIONS FOR FINENESS MODULUS 
22 
SOFSTP = SUMB/2.0 
C XMSl,XMS2,XMS3 ARE MEAN SQUARES FOR FINENESS MODULUS 
XMSl = USOFS/IXN-1.0) 
XMS2 = DSSOFS/XN 
XM$3 = SOFSTP /2.0/XN 
C SIGA2 =MATERIAL VARIANCE FOR FINENESS MODUlUS 
SIGA2 = IXMSl-XMSZI/4,0 
IFISIGA2.LT.O.ISIGA2=0. 
C SIGSZ = SAMPLING VARIANCE FOR FINENESS MODUlUS 
SlGS2 = IXMS2-XMS3l/Z.O 
IFISIGS2.LT.O.lS!GS2=0. 
C S!GT2 = TESTING VARIANCE FOR FINENESS MODULUS 
SIGT2 = XMS3 
JFISIGT2.LT,O.ISIGT2=0. 
C OVVAR = OVERALL VARIANCE FOR FINENESS MODULUS 
OVVAR - SIGA2 + SIGSZ + S!GT2 
C OVSIG = OVERALL SIGMA, STANDARD DEVIATION FOR FINENESS MODULUS 
OVSIG = SQRTIOVVARI 
C XRAR = ARITHMETIC MEAN FOR FINENESS MODUlUS 
XBAR = SUMA/XN/4.0 
70 WRITEI!OUT,401JOBNOllli,JDBN02(li,JOBN03111,ISITNOil!,N,XBAR, 
1 S!GA2, S!GS2, S!GT2, OVVAR, OVSIG 
40 FORMATI4X,2A6,A2,6X,Al,BX,I4,3X,Fl0,5,2X,F10.5,3X,Fl0.5,3X,Fl0,5, 
1 3X,Fl0,5,3X,Fl0.5,//l 
500 CONTINUE 
CALL EXIT 
END 
23 
C PROGRAM NO, 20-7040-F4 
C TITLE - F TEST AND TTEST FOR VARIANCES AND MEANS FOR DGA ANALYSIS 
C BY SIEVE SIZE 
C SPECIAL MACHINE REQ- NONE 
C SUBROUTINES REQUIRED - NONE 
C KEY WORDS - FTEST, TTEST 
c 
c 
C THIS PROGRAM IS WRITTEN TO CALULATE THE F TEST VALUE AND T TEST 
C VALUE FOR THE VARIANCES AND MEANS CALULATED IN THE DGA VARIANCE Of 
C OF ANALYSIS PROGRAM N0,14-7040-F4, THE F AND T VALUES OBTAINED IN 
C THIS PROGRAM MUST BE HAND CHECKED AGAINST THE F ANO T TABLE VALUES, 
c 
c 
DOUBLE PRECISION DATA 
DIMENSION DATAI10,8,50l 
C M= THE NUMBER OF SETS OF DATA TO BE TESTED. 
READ(5,liM 
1 FORMATI12l 
DO 101 MM=l,M 
C L= THE NUMBER OF GROUPS OF DATA WITHIN A SET OF DATA. 
REA0(5,lll 
C DATAII,J,Kl IS A VARIABLE THAT REPRESENTS THE INDIVIDUAL SETS OF 
C DATA ON ONE DATA CARD, DATA(l 1 J,KI,DATA!2,J,Kl,OATAI3 1 J,KI DEFINE 
C THE COLUMNS 1-14 CONTAINING THE THE IDENTIFICATION, DATAI4,J,K) 
C THE COD~ FOR THE T~PE OF OPERATION, DITAI5,J,KI DEFINES COLUMN 25 
C WHICH IS THE SIEVE SIZE, DATA!6,J 9 KIDEF!NES THE MEAN VALUE FOR 
C THAT SIEVE SIZE, DATA(7,J,Kl DEFINES THE MATERIAL VARIANCE, 
C DATA!S,J,Kl DEFINES THE SAMPLING VARIANCE. DATAI9,J,KI DEFINES 
C THE TESTING VARIANCE, J= THE SIEVE SIZE, K= THE SET OF DATA WHICH 
C VARIES FROM l TO L. DATAilO,J,KI DEFINES THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 
C WHICH IS 1 MORE THAN THE NUMBER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM, 
READI5,2IliiDATAII,J,Kl,I=l,lOl,J=l,7!,K=l,LI 
2 FORMAT!2A6,A2,2X,Al,7X,Il,4Fl2.5,2X,F3,Q) 
C WRITE THE HEADING ON THE PRINTED RESULTS SHEET, 
WRITFI6,3) 
3 FORMATllH1,44X,5HSIEVE,6X,8HSTANDARD,5X,8HMATERIAL,5X 1 8HSAMPLING,5 
1X,7HTFSTING,5X,7HOVERALL,4X,9HNUMBER OF,/;l5X,l5H !DENT!FICATION 1 3 
2X,9HOPERAT!ON,3X,6HNUMBER,5X;8HVARIABlE 7 5X 1 8HVARIANCE,5X 1 8HVARIANC 
3E,5X,8HVARIANCE,4X,8HVARIANCE 1 2X,l2HOBSERVATIDNS,/,56X 1 9HIT VALUE! 
4,4Xo8HF VALUE,5X,8HF VALUE,5X,SHF VALUE 1 4X 1 8HF VALUE,//,56X 1 1H 
5C,5X,tHF,7X,lHC,4X 1 lHF,7X 1 lHC 1 4X,lHF,7X 0 1HC 1 4X 7 1Hf 1 6X,lHC 1 4X 1 lHF 1 / 
6o56X,lHA,5X,lHR,7X,lHA,4X 1 1HR 1 7X,1HA 1 4X 1 lHR,7X 1 lHA 0 4X 1 lHR 9 6X 1 1HA,4 
7X,lHR,/,56X,lHL,5X,lH0,7XolHL,4X,lH0,7X,lHL,4XolH0,7X,lHL,4X,lH0,6 
BX,lHL,4X,lH0,/,56XolHC,5X,lHM,7XolHCo4X 1 lHM,7X,lHCo4X 1 lHM 1 7X 1 lHC 1 4 
9X 1 1HM 7 6X 1 lHC,4X,lHMl 
WRITE! 6,5) 
5 FORMATI56X,lHU,l3X,lHUol2X 1 lHU,l2XolHUollX 7 lHU 1 /,56X,lHlo5X 1 1HT 1 7X 
ltlHL,4XolHT,7X,lHL,4X,lHT,7X,lHL,4X,lHT,6X,lHL,4X,lHT,/,56X,lHA 1 5X 
2,lHA 0 7X,lHA 1 4X,lHA,7XolHA 1 4X,lHA,1X,lHA,4X,lHA 1 6X 1 lHA 9 4X 0 1HA 1 / 0 56X 
3,1HT,5X,lHB,7X,lHT,4XolHB,7XolHT,4X,lH8 1 7X,lHT,4X,lHB,6X 1 lHTo4X 1 1H 
4B,/,56X,lHE,5X,IHL,7X,lHE,4X,lHLo7XolHE,4X,lHL,JX,lHEo4XolHL,6X,lH 
5E,4X,lHl,/,56X,lHD,5X,lHE,7X,lHD,4X 1 lHE,7X,lHD,4X,lHE 1 7XolH0 0 4X 9 1H 
6E,6X,lHD,4XolHE,///) 
C END WRITING THE HE4DING, 
C SA= A GIMIC TO SHOW THAT THE ORIGINAL DIVISION OF THE TWO VARIANCES 
C WAS LESS THAN 1.0 AND HAD TO BE INVERTED. THIS INFORMATION IS 
C NECESSARY TO GET THE PROPER PROBABILITY VALUE FROM THE TABLE~ WITH 
C THE APPROPRIATE DEGREES OF FREEDOM, 58 • THE ORIGINAL RATIO IS 
C GREATER THAN 1.0 • SA AND SB ARE USED ONLY ON THE OUPUT SHEET, 
DATA SA,SB/2H *•2H I 
24 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
110 
LL=L-1 
DO 101 K=l,ll 
DO 101 J=2,7 
KKK= IS A COUNTER GIM!C. 
KKK=l 
N= THE SAME SIEVE SIZE AND THE SAME APPROPRIATE DATA FROM ANOTHER 
GROUP OF DATA FOR A COMPARISON. 
N=K+KKK 
JW= A G!MIC TO TELL IF THE F VALUE IS GREATER, OR LESS THAN, 1. 
JW=O MEANS THE F VALUE IS GREATER THAN 1. JW= 1 MEANS THE ORIGINAL 
F VALUE WAS LESS THAN 1 AND HAD TO BE INVERTED, 
JW=O 
SIG01= THE SUM OF THE INDIVIDUAL VARIANCES WHICH IS THE OVERALl 
VARIANCE FOR THAT CARD. THIS IS USED IN THE TTEST AND TO GET THE 
OVERALL VARIANCE RATIO, 
SIGOl=DATA!7,J,Kl~DATA(8,J,Kl+DATAI9,J,KI 
SIG02= THE SAME AS SIGOl EXCEPT FOR THE SAME SIEVE SIZE AND THE 
APPROPRIATE DATA FROM ANOTHER GROUP OF DATA. 
SIG02=DATA!7,J,Nl+DATA(8,J,NI+DATAI9,J,NI 
ANt AND AN2 ARE THE APPROPRIATE DEGREES OF FREEDOM. 
ANl=DATAilO,J,KJ-1. 
AN2=DATA!l0 9 J,NJ-l, 
SIGX=THF STANDARD DEVIATION, 
SIGX=SQRTIIANl*SIGOl+AN2*SIG02l/IANl+AN211 
OEN=DSQRTI(l,/DATAilO,J,KJI+(l./DATAilO,J,Nlll 
TTEST= THE T TEST WHICH GIVES THE T VALUE USED IN T TABLES FOUND 
IN STATISTICS BOOKS, 
TTEST=DABSIDATAI6 9 J 9 KI-DATAib 9 J,Nil/ISIGX*DENl 
IFIIDATAI7,J,N!.EQ,O.l.OR,(DATAI7,J,KJ.EQ.O,JIGO TO Ill 
Fl= THE F VALUE FOR COMPARISON OF MATERIAL VARIANCES. 
Fl=DATA(7,J,Nl/DATA(7,J,KI 
IF!Fl.LT.l,JGO TO 151 
GO TO 112 
151 JW=l 
Fl=ll.l/Fl 
GO TO 112 
C Fl=F2=F3=F4=5DO.O IS GIMIC TO SHOW THAT ONE OR MORE OF THE VARIANCE 
C VALUES ON THE INPUT CARD WAS = TD ZERO. 
111 Fl=500.0 
112 IFIIDATAIB,J,NI.EQ,Q,J,OR,(DATA!S,J,KJ,EQ.O,JIGO TO 113 
F2=0ATA!8,J,Nl/DATAIB,J,Kl 
C F2= THE F VALUE FOR COMPAR!SION OF SAMPLING VARIANCES. 
!FIFZ,LT.l.IGO TO 152 
GO TO 114 
152 JW=l 
F2=1l.I/F2 
GO TO 114 
113 FZ=soo.o 
114 IFIIDATAI9,J,NI.EQ,Q,I,OR,IDATAI9,J,KI.EQ,O.liGO TO 115 
C F3= THE F VALUE FOR COMPARISON OF TESTING VARIANCES. 
F3=DATA!9,J,Nl/DATA(9,J,KI 
IFIF3.LT.l.IGO TO 153 
GO TO 116 
153 JW=l 
F3=!l. IIF3 
GO TO 116 
us F3=5oo.o 
C F4= THE F VALUE FOR COMPARISON OF OVERALL VARIANCES, 
116 F4=S!G02/SlGOl 
C INl CONVERTS ANl TO A FIXED POINT FORM. 
INl=IINl 
25 
C IN2 CONVERTS AN2 TO A FIXED POINT FORM, 
IN2=AN2 
IFIF4.LT.l,IGO TO 154 
GO TO 155 
154 JW=1 
F4=(l,I/F4 
155 IF(JW,EQ,lJGO TO 161 
C EACH SET OF COMPUTATIONS IS NOW PRINTED OUT BEFORE MOVING ON TO 
C OTHER COMPARISONS. 
26 
156 WRITEI6,4IDATA!l,J,KI ,OATA12rJoKI,DATAI3,J,Kl,OATAI4,J,KI,DATAI5 9 J 
l,KI,IN1,0ATA(1,J,NI,DATAI2,J,Nl,OATA(3,J,NI,OATAI4,J,Nl,OATA15,J 9 N 
21,TTEST,Fl,F2oF3,F4,IN2,SB 
4 FORMATI16X,2A6oA2,7X,Al,9X,Il,72X,I3,/,l6X,2A6,A2,7X,Al,9X,Il,6XoF 
l6.3,7X,F6.2 0 7X,F6,2,7X,F6.2,6X,F6.2,8X,I4o2X,A2,/I 
GO TO 171 
161 WRITEI6,4lDATA!l,J,KI,OATAI2,J,KioDATAI3,J,KI,OATAI4,J,Kl,OATA15tJ 
l,KI,IN1,0ATAilrJoNl,DATA!2,J,Nl,OATAI3,J,Nl,OATAI4,J,Nl,OATAI59 J 9 N 
21 9 TTEST,F1,F2,F~,F4,IN2,SA 
171 N=N+ 1 
JF(N,bToLIGO TO 101 
GO TO 110 
101 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END 
C P~OGRA~ NO, 21-7040-F4 
C TITLE - CALCULATIONS FOR SIGNIFICANCE OF VARIANCES ANU MEANS FOR 
C FINENESS MODULUS OF DGA ANALYSIS 
C SPECIAL MACH REQ- NONE 
C SUBROUTINES REQUIRED - NONE 
C KEY WORDS - SIGNIFICANCE, FINENESS MODULUS 
c 
c 
DIMENSION DATA!ll 9 501 
C M= THE NUMBER OF SETS OF DATA TO BE TESTED, 
READ(5,liM 
C L= THE NUMBER OF GROUPS OF DATA WITHIN A SET OF DATA. 
RFAD(5,lJL 
1 FORMAT! I21 
DO 101 .'·1r1=1 ,M 
C DATA!I,JI IS A VARIABLE THAT REPRESENTS THE INDIVIDUAL SETS OF 
C DATA ON DNE DATA CARD, DATAl !,JI ,OATA!2,JI.DI\TAI3,JIDEFINE 
C THE COLUMNS l-14 CONTAINING THE THE IOENTIF!CAT!ON. DATAI4,JI 
C THE COOE FOR THE TYPE OF OPERATION. DATA!6,Jl DEFINES THE 
C ARITHMETIC MEAN VALUE, DATA(7 1 Jl DEFINES THE MATERIAL VARIANCE. 
C DATA(8,Jl DEFINES THE SAMPLING VARIANCE, DATA(9,Jl DEFINES 
C THE TESTING VARIANCE, J= THE SET OF DATA WHICH 
C VARIES FROM 1 TO L, DATA{5 1 Jl DEFINES THE NUMBER OF OBSERVATIONS 
C WHICH IS 1 ~ORE THAN THE NUMRER OF DEGREES OF FREEDOM, 
READ(5,2l (!DATA( I,JJ ,1=1,101 ,J=l,U 
2 FORMAT!2A6,A2,2X,Alr2X,F3,0 1 5Fl0,5l 
C WRITE THE HEADING ON THE PRINTED RESULTS SHEET, 
WRITE ( 6,3 J 
3 FORMAT(lH1,55X, 8HSTANDARD,5X 9 8HMATERIAL,5X,8HSAMPLING,5 
lX,7HTESTING,5X,7HnVERALL,4X,9HNUM8ER OF,/,15X,l5H !DENT!FICATION,3 
2 X,9HOPERAT! ON, 14X, 8HVARI ABLE, 5X, 8HVARI ANCE, 5X, BHIIAR I ANC 
3f,5X,8HVARIANCE,4X 1 8HVARIANCE,2X,l2HOBSERVATIONS,/,56X,9H(T VALUE! 
4 9 4X,BHF VALUE,5X,8HF VALUE 9 5X,8HF VALUE,4X,8HF VALUE,//,56X,lH 
5C,5X,lHF,7X,lHC 1 4X,lHF,7X,lHC,4X,lHF,7X,lHC 1 4X,lHF,6X,lHC,4X,lHF,/ 
6,56X 1 lHA,5X,lHR 9 7X,lHA 1 4X,JHR 1 7X,lHA,4X,lHR,7X,lHA,4X,IHR,6X,lHA,4 
7X 9 lHR,/,56X,lHL,5X 1 1H0,7X,lHL,4X,lH0 9 7X,lHL,4X,lH0,7X,lHL 9 4X,lH0,6 
8X 9 lHL 9 4X,lH0,/,56X,lHC,5X,lHM,7X,lHC,4X,lHM 1 7X,lHC,4X,lHM,7X,lHC,4 
9X,lHM,6X,lHC,4X,lHMI 
WRITE!6,5) 
5 FORMAT(56X 1 lHU,l3X,lHU 9 !2X,lHU,l2X,lHU,llX 1 lHU 1 /,56X,lHL,5X,lHT,7X 
l,!HL,4X,lHT,7X,lHL,4X 1 lHT,7X 1 lHL,4X,lHT,6X 0 1HL,4X,lHT,/,56X,lHA,5X 
2,1HA,7X,lHA,4X,!HA,7X,lHA,4X,lHA,7X,lHA,4X,lHA,6X,lHA,4X,lHA,/,56X 
3,1HT,5X,!HR,7X,lHT,4X 1 lliB,7X,lHT.4X,lHB,7X,lHT,4X,lH8,6X,lHT,4X,lH 
4B 9 /,56X,lHE,5X,lHL,7X,lHE,4X,lHL,7X,lHF.,4X,lHL,7X,lHE,4X,lHL,6X,lH 
5E,4X,lHL 1 /,56X,lHD,5X,!HE,7X,lHD,4X,lHE,7X,lHD,4X,lHE,7X,lHD,4X,lH 
6E,6X,lH0,4X 1 lHE,///l 
C END WRITING THE HEADING. 
C SA= A GIMIC TO SHOW THAT THE ORIGINAL DIVISION OF THE TWO VARIANCES 
C WAS LESS THAN 1,0 AND HAD TO BE INVERTED. TH]S INFORMATION IS 
C NECESSARY TO GET THE PROPER PROBABILITY VALUE FROM THE TABLES WITH 
C THE APPROPRIATE DEGREES OF FREEDOM, SB = THE ORIGINAL RATIO IS 
C GREATER THAN 1,0 , SA AND SB ARE USED ONLY ON THE OUPUT SHEET, 
DATA SA,SB/2H *•2H I 
LL =L -1 
DO lOl J=l,LL 
C KKK= IS A COUNTER GIMIC, 
KKK=l 
C N= THE SAME APPROPRIATE DATA FROM ANOTHER 
C GROUP OF DATA FOR A COMPARISON, 
N=J+KKK 
C JW= A GIMIC [0 TELL IF THE F VALUE IS GREATER, OR LESS THAN, 1, 
27 
C JW=O MEANS THE F VALUE IS GREATER THAN l, JW= 1 MEANS TH.E ORIGINAL 
C F VALUE WAS LESS THA~ l AND HAD TD BE INVERTED. 
110 JW=O 
C ANl AND AN2 ARE THE APPROPRIATE DEGREES OF FREEDOM, 
ANl=DATAI5,Jl-1. 
AN2=DATA!5,NI-l. 
C STGX=THE STANDARD DEVIATION. 
SIGX=SQRTIIAN1*DATAI10,Jl+AN2*DATAilO,NII/IANl+AN2ll 
DEN=SQRT(Il./DATA(5,Jli+(1./DATA(5,Nill 
C TTEST= THE T TEST WHICH GIVES THE T VALUE USED IN T TABLES FOUND 
C IN STATISTICS BOOKS. 
TTEST=ABSIDATA!6,JI -DATA(6,N 11/ISIGX*DENI 
IF!IDATA(7,N J,EQ,O.I.OR.IDATAI7,J ),EQ,O,JIGO TO 111 
C F1= THE F VALUE FOR COMPARISON OF MATERIAL VARIANCES, 
F1=DATA!7,N l/DATA(7,JI 
IFIF1.LT.1.1GO TO 151 
GO TO 112 
151 JW=l 
Fl=ll.l/Fl 
GO TO 112 
C Fl=F2=F~=F4=500.0 IS GIMIC TO SHOW THAT ONE OR MORE OF THE VARIANCE 
C VALUES ON THE INPUT CARD WAS = TO ZERO, 
111 F1=500.0 
112 IFIIOATAIS,N l,EQ,O.I.OR.IOATAIS,J l,EQ.O.IIGO TO 113 
C F2= !HE F VALUE FOR COMPARISON OF SAMPLING VARIANCES. 
F2=0ATAI8,N 1/0ATAIB,Jl 
IFIFZ.LT.t.lGO TO 152 
GO TO 114 
152 JW=l 
F2=(l.l/F2 
GO TO 114 
113 F2=500.0 
114 IFIIDATA!9,N l.EQ,Q,),OR.IDATAI9,J J,EQ.o,JIGO TO 115 
C F3= THE F VALUE FOR COMPARISON OF TESTING VARIANCES, 
F3=0ATAI9,N I/DATAI9,Jl 
IFIF3.LT.l.lGO TO 153 
GO TO \16 
153 JW=l 
F3=11.1/F3 
GO TO 116 
115 F3=500. 0 
r. F4= THE F VALUE FUK COMPARISON OF OVERALl VARIANCES. 
116 F4=0ATAilO,NIIDATAilO,Jl 
C INl CONVERTS ANl TO A FIXED POINT FORM, 
1Nl=AN1 
C IN2 CONVERTS AN2 TO A FIXED POINT FORM, 
IN2=AN2 
IFIF4.LT.l.IGO TO 154 
GO TO 155 
154 JW=1 
F4= 11. IIF4 
155 lFIJW.EQ,1JGO TO 161 
C EACH SET OF COMPUTATIONS •s NOW PRINTED OUT BEFORE MOVING ON TO 
C OTHER COMPARl.SONS, 
28 
156 WRITEI6,4l011TAil,JI,DATAI2oJI,DATAI3,JI,OATAI4,JI,INl,DATAil,N!, 
1DATAIZ,Nl,DATAI3,Nl,DATAI4,NI,TTEST,Fl,FZ,~3,F4,INZ,SB 
4 FORMAT(l6X,?A6,A2,7X,Al, 82X,I3tltl6X,2A6,Alo7X,Alo l6X,F 
l6.3,7X,~b.2,7X,F6.2,7X,F6.2,6X,F6.Zo8X,I4,2X,AZ,/I 
GO TO 171 
161 WRITEI6 9 4lDATAil,Jl,DATAI2,JI,OATAI3,Jl,OATAI4,Jl,INl,DATAil,Nl, 
ZDATAI2 1 Nl 1 DATAiloNl,DATAI4,Nl,TTEST,Fl,F2,F3,F4,!N2,SA 
171 N=N+l 
lFCN.GT.LlGO TO 101 
GO TO 110 
101 CONT!~UE 
STOP 
END 
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APPENDIX B 
GRADATION DATA 

'"' NUMBER 
A<:;HLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASI"ILAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHL::-Aflffi 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHLMW 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ASHLAND 
ANALYSIS Of VARIANCE COMPUTER PRCGRAM 
DENSE: GRADED AGGREGATE SIEVE ANALYSIS DATA 
ARITHMETIC MEM IS IN TERMS OF CUMULATIVE PERCENT PASSING A SIEVE, 
TYPE OF 
OPERATION 
SIEVE ARiTHMETIC MATERIAL 
SIZE MEAN VARIANCE 
8 100.00000 o.o 
3/4 99.0322<l o. 23252 
3/8 17.16431 4.90086 
' N0.4 58.46355 5o0lll4 
NO,lO 1.40264 
19.79822 o. 22926 
N0o200 11.40740 Oo2729l 
100.00000 o.o 
3/4 <;9.05188 
c a. 44905 
N0.4 58.44888 JOo61909 
c 4o09705 
N0.40 l<i.8290'l o. 31876 
ND.200 11,61210 o.o 
0 100.00000 o.o 
D 3/4 99.27264 o.o 
D 318 77,32318 10. 14980 
D N0,4 58.30511 1. 89183 
0 NO,tO 38,60141 3.24743 
0 N0,40 19,31447 
0 NO, 200 ll.l26'l8 Ool8616 
E 100. OOOCO o.o 
3/4 99.04810 
3/8 17.93115 3. 27978 
N0,4 59,48436 3.20263 
NO.lO 40.3l585 2.51432 
ND.40 20.68880 0.05621 
NDo200 12.11409 o. 28557 
SAMPll NG 
VARIANCE 
o.o 
o.o 
11.56030 
14.66880 
7.57855 
1,68439 
o. 75609 
o.o 
0.04736 
6, 71472 
lo39536 
Oo91273 
1.33804 
o.o 
0.04789 
0.491 H 
o.o 
o. 0 
Oo04654 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
0,33809 
0.66186 
o. 68064 
0.57126 
TESTING 
VARIANCE 
o.o 
0.62767 
4. 76897 
2, 268Bl 
0.49458 
0.14922 
o.o 
o. 93898 
6.15255 
4.40440 
3.03711 
3.67986 
o.o 
o. 28690 
3.06009 
3. 59820 
lo 94156 
o. 35033 
Oo08646 
o.o 
0.7172'• 
3, 09663 
(lo 18293 
3. 72166 
lo 49255 
lo 62200 
OVERALL 
IARIANCE 
o.o 
0.86019 
21.2]013 
llo 24999 
2.40822 
1.17821 
o.o 
18~25061 
20o75925 
4. 26859 
5.0179_(1 
o.o 
0.33480 
13.70167 
11.49003 
5o 18900 
0.74131 
0.32117 
o.o 
0.74490 
6, 3 7641 
7. 72365 
6, 89784 
2.22941 
2.47883 
ST ANOARD 
DEVfAHON 
o.o 
0.92146 
-- 4 .. 60762 
4.87188 
3o35410 
_loOil546 
o.o 
0,99314 
4 .. 55623 
2o06606 
o.o 
Oo57862 
3o7(]15C 
3. 38970 
2~2719'i 
OoB6099 
Oo5667Z 
o.o 
OoB6307 
2.52516 
2.77915 
2.62637 
NUMilER 
-.. f UNITS_ 
Jll 
10 
.lO. 
10 
10 
10 
.10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
8 
8 
8 
. 8 
33 
JOB 
NUMBER 
BURNS I DE 
BURNSIDE 
BURNS I DE 
BURNSIDE 
BURNSIDE 
BURNSIDE 
BURNSIDE 
BURNS I DE 
BURNSIDE 
BURNS I DE 
BUII.NSTDE 
BURNSIDE 
BURNSIDE 
BURNS IDE 
BURNS I DE 
BURNS JOE 
BURNS IDE 
!!URNS I DE 
BURNSIDE 
IIURNSI DE 
BURNS JOE 
BURNS I DE 
BURNSIDE 
BURNS I DE 
BURNSIOE 
JJURNS I DE 
BURNSIDE 
BURNS JOE 
34 
ANALYSIS OF VAPIANCE COMPUTER PR(;GRAr.l 
"' 
DENSE GRADED AGGREGATE SIEVE ANALYSIS OATil. 
ARlTHMETIC MEAN IS IN TERMS OF CUMULATIVE PERCENT PASSING ll SIEVE. 
TYPE Of 
OPE!!; AT ION 
' 
' 
' 
' 
B. 
' 
SJ'E\IE ARITHMETIC HATERtAL 
SIZE !olEAN VARIANCE 
100.00000 DoD 
3/4 '17.95343 o.o 
3/8 75.00903 5o30997 
N0.4 55. 9<1457 a. 39573 
NDolO 3'0,36'111 So 58451 
N0.40 l9o89655 
ND.200 lOo 59905 Oo55994 
c 100.00000 DoD 
c 3/4 <;8.40918 0.1.?052 
c 3/8 75.02521 6o953ll 
c N0.4 56,01839 10.02161 
c NDoiO 39.4<;580 5.48449 
No .... o 19.87127 Oo88179 
c NO. 200 lO.H764 0.21358 
D 100.00000 OoD 
D 3/4 'l8,62958 o.o 
0 :!/8 79.46711 5. 79566 
D N0.4 61.22340 8.40284 
D N0~10 43.30612 5.89122 
D N0.40 21.44307 1.21503 
' NO.lOO 11~3~167 o. 34223 
teo. oooco o.o 
E 0.04814 
318 79.50488 2.30540 
N0.4 61.15469 6.06057 
NOolO ... 3.1 ... ~78 4.32C74 
N0o40 21.39627 Oo66561 
NOo200 11.2~767 D.O 
SAMPliNG 
VARIANCE 
o.o 
o.o 
2o70486 
4e06149 
0.43899 
Ool5Z36 
o.o 
o.o 
2o6914l 
2.07068 
0.6940;> 
Oo06688 
0.03116 
DoO 
1.43888 
2.46205 
o. 77836 
o.o 
o.D 
o.o 
0.18141 
1.33929 
o. 7068 1 
0.45556 
0.0 
DoD 
H1STJNG 
VAll. lANCE 
o.o 
5o79576 
6o 62538 
4o61910 
3o26408 
Oo61808 
0.47075 
o.o 
1o 52231 
z. 27347 
2.00343 
1. 59272 
0.26641 
o.o 
1.13828 
5o 38334 
z. 452'11 
lo05337 
lo\7201 
1.94219 
o.o 
o. 58839 
6. 87483 
6.51909 
3. 93091 
2.40162 
2. 550C6 
OVERALL 
VARIANCE 
o.o 
So 79576 
llo!ll315 
z. 755iZ 
1o18305 
o.o 
llo91799 
14e09572 
lo77124 
lo2l508 
Oo309)6 
o.o 
1.65703 
12.61768 
13o31690 
lo72295 
2.38704 
2o28443 
o.o 
0.81193 
10.51951 
llo 28647 
s. 70721 
3.06723 
2.55006 
STANOARO 
OEVIATION 
o.o 
2o40744 
3o82625 
3o36350 
lo65991 
loOS168 
o.o 
lo281 13 
3o45224 
3o 75443 
lol0231 
tlo55621 
o.o 
3o55217 
3.64923 
z. 77902 
o,o 
0.90440 
3o24338 
3o ~4506 
2.95080 
1o 75135 
lo59689 
NUM8ER 
OF UNITS 
II 
II 
II 
II 
11 
II 
II 
II 
II 
11 
11 
11 
II 
II 
11 
II 
11 
ll 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 
II 
11 
"" NUMBER 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADIZ 
CADI?._ 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE COMPUTER PRCGRAM 
DENSE GRADED AGGREGATE SIEVE ANALYSIS DATA 
ARITHMETIC MEAN IS IN TERMS OF CUMULATIVE PERCENT PASSING A SIEVE. 
TYPE OF 
OPERAJ ION 
' 
' 
c 
c 
c 
SIEVE AR!TKMETIC MATERIAL 
StzE MEAN VARIANCE 
100.00000 D.O 
~/4 <)<;, 57947 0.0 
3/8 77.00616 12.56570 
N0.4 55.88350 29,77292 
NOolO 22.57608 
N0o40 15.12084 3,56610 
N0,200 7, 20801 0.51196 
lCO, 00000 o.D 
~(4 <;<;.63055 D.O 
~/8 75.52899 6o 87701 
NU.4 54.34602 21.05141 
NO,JO 37.02815 23.44612 
NO. 40 15.07589 3,78219 
ND.zoo 7. 3?489 0.67532 
0_ lOO,OOOCO '·' 
3/~ 99. 71045 0.00523 
75.00706 1.06623 
N0.4 54.40158 7 0 10344 
D. ND.lo 36.27071 7.50190 
ND.40 16. 68086 7o47472 
.D NO. 200 9,65790 6.93409 
rco.ooooo 0.0 
0.01240 
3/8 76.26117 1.93497 
NC.4 55,68163 4. 26925 
ND,JO 37.75267 5.56366 
NO o40 16. 18756 1.45698 
NOo200 8.42580 0.42330 
SAMPliNG 
VARIANCE 
'·' 
0.012.00 
2.51113 
5. 03646 
0,26387 
o. 14106 
D.O 
Oollll3 
18,61946 
6,27600 
0,09400 
'·' 
'·' 
0.01143 
15.33979 
12,18716 
o.o 
o.o 
O.D 
o.o 
o, 00360 
'·' 
0,25745 
0,31836 
0,08857 
TESTING 
VARIANCE 
o. 0 
0.54867 
1,84407 
1o 79960 
1. 57660 
o. 30682 
0,05795 
D. 0 
o. 26949 
4,64212 
9. 26246 
6. 31576 
4.42635 
2.74601 
o.o 
0,16455 
5,01715 
6.64939 
11.94495 
15.97630 
17.14390 
o. 0 
0.19320 
4. 00963 
6.20168 
2. 63985 
2.40247 
OVERALL 
VARIANCE 
o.o 
0.56067 
17.00150 
2?.02478 
4.15679 
o. 71098 
O.D 
Oo38062 
46.93332 
38.03987 
a. 30454 
-o.o 
0 .. 18121 
21.44315 
25.93999 
19.44684 
23.45300 
24.{>7196 
o.o 
0.20920 
7.26860 
10,47093 
9,06094 
STANOARO 
OEV1ATION_ 
o.o 
o. 74878 
6.05054 
5.19854 
2.03862 
0.87805 
o.o 
0.61695 
6.16765 
2,86176 
o._o_ 
0.42569 
4,63067. 
5.09313 
4o 64283 
4o9b769 _ 
o.o 
0,45738 
2o69974 
3o23588 
3.01014 
2.10171 
lo701l4 
NUMBER 
Df __ !!NliS_ 
__ jl___ 
____ a __ 
5 
--- _ _;; __ 
__ L_ 
1 
1 
I. 
1 
--- 1 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
• 
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ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
FOR 
DENSE GIIADEO AGGREGATE SlfVE ANALYSIS OAT& 
ARITHMETIC MEAN IS IN TERMS OF CUMULATIVE PERCENT PASSH4G A SIEVE• 
JOe 
NUMBER 
CAMPBELLSV lllE 
CAMPBE LLSV Ill E 
CAMPBHLSV I LLE 
CAMPBElLSVILLE 
CAMPBE LLSV J LU1 
TYPE OF 
OPE"-oH ION 
' 
' 
' 
' 
• 
CAMPBElLSVILLE. .. ... 6_ 
CAMPBELLSVILLE 
CAMPBELLSVILLE 
CA"'PBELLSV lll.E c 
CAMPBELLSVILLE c 
CAMPBELLSVIlLE . 
CAMPBELLSVILLE c 
CAHPBELLSVJllE-. _ _______c._ ___ _ 
CAMPSELLSVJl,lE -_o_ 
tAMPBELtsvrlle 0 
C4MPBfl.LSY Ill f .. 
CAMPBElLSVIllE 0 
CAHPBElLSV ILLE _ 0 
CAMPBELLSVILLE 0 
CAH1'6.EJ.LS\ttLL E .. -· 0 --
CAMPBELLSVILLE 
CAHPBE lt.SV I LLE 
CAMPBELLSVILLE 
CAHPBElLSVI Ll. E 
CAHPSELLSVILU 
CAHPBHLSVJLLE 
CAMPBEI.I.SVIL.U 
SIEVE 
S lZE 
ARITHMETIC MATERIAL 
MEAN VARIANCE 
lOOoOOOOO o.o 
o.o 
2.18011 
N0.4 50.00485 0.32883 
NO.lO 34.01521 o.o 
N0.40 18.13394 o.o 
NOo200 10.09888 o.o 
100.00000 o.o 
3/4 <;8.89111 o.5:noo 
3/8 60.46649 ll1o63141 
N0.4 43.30759 75.21106 
NOolO 29.97586 25.56857 
N0o40 16.25139 3.68900 
NOo200 8o72BO 2.57104 
100.00000 o.o 
3/4 'J9oll853 0.05226 
3/8 69o08813 6. 65437 
N0,4 49,75322: ... 5'i980 
NOolO 33,4C6'il5 4.155<:10 
NOo40 17,65443 1.45<:141 
. _NPo200 9o65337 0.47911 
100.00000 o.o 
3/4 <;9.35980 o.o 
"' 68,86115 4.12620 
N0.4 so. 43119 o.o 
NOolO 34.21536 o.o 
N0o200 <;, 83211 o.o 
SAKPLING 
VARIANCE 
o.o 
Ool466l 
Oo69239 
2o48840 
3o36768 
1.30685 
a. 54878 
o.o 
Oo03524 
o.o 
Oo6134<:1 
0.28901 
0.60118 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
23.3212:4 
"lo12057 
5.47429 
2.54207 
1.09166 
o.o 
o.o 
9o56605 
8.95026 
... ooo;n 
lo03203 
Oo25184 
TESTING''. 
VARIANCE 
••• 
0.21960 
3ol9965 
o. 58516 
o. 29489 
o.o 
0.84403 
6ol5221 
5o19122 
3o22107 
Oo69311 
2,48674 
o.o 
0,49436 
8.21501 
4.02996 
2o24580 
o .. 32432 
Ool2357 
o.o 
o. 62242 
5o 18809 
4ol8858 
2o78304 
Oo64228 
o. 58638 
OVERALL 
VARIANCE 
o.o 
Oo36621 
7.15791 
lo89202 
Oo8436'f 
o.o 
117.78362 
81o01575 
29,07864 
5o06378 
o.o 
o. 54662 
38,19061 
Zlo75032 
1,69500 
o.o 
0.62242 
19.48033 
13.13884 
6.78327 
lo6743l 
Oe83823 
STANDARD 
OEVlATIDN 
••• 
Co60515 
2o67S43 
lo37551 
Oo91EI51 
o.o 
lol900T 
10 0 85282 
9a000B7 
2o23234 
2.2502'i 
o.o 
Oo73934 
6ol1986 
4o76913 
3o44615 
2a07985 
1o30l92 
o.o 
o. Te894 
4.41365 
3o62475 
1o29395 
Oo91555 
HUMBER 
.OF_ UNITS-
' 
' 
5 
' 
' 
' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
JOB 
NUMBER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LMCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
LANCASTER 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
FOR 
DENSE GRADED AGGREGATE SIEVE ANALYSIS DAH 
ARITHMETIC MEAN IS If\ TERf'S OF CUMULATIVE PERCENT PASSING A SIEVE. 
TYPE OF 
f]HRIIT ION 
c 
c 
c 
SIEVE ARITHMETIC MATERIAL 
SIZE MEAN VARIANCE 
100.00000 '·' 
3" 99,31201 0,09'<51 
31 B 12.15528 
63.77185 22.72032 
NO.lO 39.75388 14.44490 
N0,40 16,48088 2,54542 
io. ao44B 0~80053 
tco.ooooo o.o 
3/4 99.13361 o.o 
3/6 82.88135 4ol3248 
N0.4 63.35542 6,67783 
NO.lO 39,7"810 6,08972 
NO, 40 16.78116 1.01243 
N0.200 10.69032 1.01234 
too.ooooo o.o 
~9.14551 o.o 
3/8 83,64825 0,81077 
63, 5(385 3.03606 
NDolO 4Q,Q'l819 2o74940 
N0,40 0,87495 
NO, 200 11.09916 0.56575 
100, oooco o.o 
3/4 99,31445 0.25257 
85.2<,1712 lo 30356 
NU.4 f6.28485 z. 29037 
NO,lO 42,3<;038 2.46071 
N0,40 18.057?1 1,37100 
ND.200 lZ.OllCl lo06510 
SAMPliNG 
VARIANCE 
o.o 
o.o 
1,35252 
0.25344 
0,01964 
0,04303 
'·' 
o.o 
'·' 
3. 84752 
6,56942 
0,40444 
o.o 
0.11760 
o.o 
0.01420 
1,26874 
o.o 
0.22647 
o.ll6Z4 
0,11231 
o.o 
'·' 
o. 53593 
0.48516 
o.o 
o.o 
0.05585 
TESTING 
VARIANCE 
'·' 
o. 22894 
0,69167 
1.81116 
Ool4523 
0.19345 
o.o 
o. 58347 
3, 80628 
9,02483 
7.42533 
5. 34939 
Q, H124 
o.o 
o. 68698 
z. 03194 
2.13114 
1.03384 
o. 20912 
0.13175 
o.o 
Oo56260 
0.93889 
2.16819 
3, 80749 
o. 79417 
0,08410 
OVERALL 
VARIANCE 
o.o 
a. 32845 
14.19948 
24.79091 
15.50950 
2. 73367 
0.99396 
o.o 
0.56347 
n. 76626 
22 .. 27206 
13 .. 91949 
6 .. 36162 
2.10119 
o.o 
0.70116 
4.11145 
5.16720 
1.20031 
0.60982 
o.o 
2.17839 
4.94372 
6,26820 
2.16577 
lo20505 
STANOARO 
DEVIATION 
o.o 
0.57311 
4.97905 
0.99696 
o.o 
o. 76385 
3.43312 
4 .. 71933 
3. 73088 
2.52221 
lo44955 
o. 63736 
2o02767 
2.27315 
2.00243 
o. 89990 
'·' 
0.90287 
lo6668'i 
2.22345 
2. 50't64 
1.4U66 
1.09715 
NUMBER 
Of UNITS 
". 6 ... 
7 
7 
7 
7 
5 
5 
' 
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ANALYSIS Of VARIANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
FOR 
DENSE GRADED AGGREGATE SIEVE ANALYSIS DATA 
ARITHMETIC MEAN IS IN TERMS OF CUMULATIVE PERCENT PASSING A SIEVE. 
JOB 
NUMBER 
TYPE Of 
____ QffRAJ.I.O/t_. 
SIEVE ARITHMETIC MATERIAL 
SIZE MEAN VARIANCE 
LEXING.TOt-j ______ fL_.-~. 1. <;9.93280 0.01206 
'" 'llo96167 Oo688'l6 
--· ____ _jf_B_ 66o43994 9.55601 
lt'XINGTOtJ ' N0e4 45ol6478 8o95184 
LEXI..r«:.iON_ ____ _________a_______ .N.D.,lQ 29o 34219 4o82726 
' 15.576'l5 0094676 
. Lf.Xl.NGIDJi._ ___ ______jj__ ____ .NO . ..lOD_ ___ lOo 22667 0.33184 
LEXIJfGTOO __ J: __________ _ ..•. 1 ·- '79o 91il53 Oo00458 
c 3/4 lo01467 
.. I.E XJ.NG.ION__ ---'- ... _.3t8 :Ho90309 41.14951 
LEXINGTON c 24.08138 
_ LEKJNGION__ ~-----'- 25.48755 8.66566 
LEXINGTON c lol7603 
LEXINGTON __t_ _______ •• Jm.zoo Ool5150 
t.f.XI~GT.OtL...... __ __j)_ l_ <;19.94415 0.00465 
LEXINGTON D 0.44781 
_ _Lf.XlN!iT..ON __ _ _______IL_~--------318 67.34338 18.25318 
LEXINGTON D N0.4 4Sol8561 21.24437 
--
..Jl... _________ rw.to 2'lo 85802 13.55125 
- N0.40 15.78986 
~oo_ ___ 10.35137 1.93095 
LE XING .. lllti_ ___ _ L 99.92926 0.00819 
LEXINGTON 3/4 97.84082 0.63367 
- LEJUNGl'.ON_ .E.- _:1/8 68.32068 43.57816 
LEXINGTON NOo4 48.01926 50.17715 
_LEXINGTON - E_ __ NO.lO 3lo90868 25.40398 
LEXINGTON 16.48936 3.65623 
LEJHNGTON .. E NOo200 10.93827 1ol6779 
38 
SAMPLING 
VARIANCE 
0.03786 
0.23817 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
0.65264 
4.66796 
1.98939 
o. ~9400 
o.o 
0.15701 
O. D 
0 .. 2534 7 
2o28873 
1.52238 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
0.30141 
3. 92844 
0.95587 
o.o 
o.o 
0.08824 
TESTING 
VARIANCE 
0.0154~ 
1.00337 
3o08632 
2. 27124 
1o47692 
Ool8405 
0.60103 
Oo02856 
2.46702 
2o 46649 
2.22487-
1 .. 00194 
o. 06795 
1o01912 
5o31125 __ 
1.16131 
1o 60_137 
0.14032 
3. 80481 
6. 01314 
2. 31709 
1.29351 
0.64532 
o. 57809 
OVERAll 
VARIANCE 
1o93051 
12.64233. 
1o13082 
_ Oo93286 
Oo03314 
4ol8042 
48.28447 
28o53723 
llo48453 
3.04061 
Oo0l260 
1.72040 
_25.!15376 
27.20599 
15.88056 
4o49022 
. 3 .. 53231_ 
o .. 14851 
4.73989 
53.51973 
53.45010 
26.69748 
4.30156 
STANDARD NUKBER 
DEV.IATION_ ___ Of __ UNIIL 
Oo2556'-! . .14 
14 
3o55561 14 __ . 
14 
2o51081 __ l-4_ __ 
1.31561 14 
0.,_96565_ _ - __ 14__ 
OoHI204 13 
2o04461 
6o94810 13 
13 
3.38688 13. 
1. 74373 13 
_ le3_8_Z_19 _ -- _13 __ 
Oo26944 14. 
1.31164 14 
5.06466 _ 14 
5.21594 14 
3.98504 14 
2-11901 14 
1.,87945 _14 
Oo38536 14 
2.17113 14 
14 
7.31096 
5.16696 14 
2.01402 H 
lo5601T 14 
ANAlYSIS OF VARIANCE COMPUTER PRCGRI\M 
FO' 
DENSE GRADED AGGREGATE SIEVE ANALYSIS DATA 
IIRITHMETIC MEAN IS I~ TERMS OF CUMULATIVE PERCH"T PASSING ~ SIEIIEo 
JriEl TYPE OF SIEVE ARITHMETIC MATERIAL SAMPLING TESTING OVERALL STANDARD NUMEIER 
NUMBER OPERATION SIZE MEAN VARIANCE VARIANCE VARIANCE liAR IIINCE DEVIATION OF_ UN_HS 
PARADISE lCO,OOOOO o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o l .. 
PARAOI SE 3/4 ""· 14886 o.o 0.42676 o. 06954 0.49629 0 .. 70446 
PARADISE 318 70.08331 o.o 26.11821 0.69152 26.80972 _5.17781 
PARAOI SE N0.4 48,41354 o.o 27.20705 o. 28924 27.49628 5,24369 
PARAOI SE NO.lO 34,07170 o.o 12.74023 o. 02821 12.76844 3,57330 - _ _l_. 
PIIRADJ SE NO.t,Q 19,26149 o.o 2,76600 0.01691 2. 79291 1o66821 
PARAD 1 SE N0.200 10.93356 o.o 0.61558 0.00004 0.61561 o. 76461 
PAP AD! SE lCO.OOOOO o.o o.o o. 0 o.o o.o ' 
PARAO l SE 3/4 ~8.8Ail4q o.o o. 89221 o. 21465 1.10696 1.05207 
PARAOI SE "" 62.66815 o.o 139.62048 0,
87340 140.4<;)368 11.85301 
PARADISE NO.4 43.17813 o.o 94.85010 o. 61513 95.66582 9,76089 ' 
PARADISE NO.lO 30.81857 o.o 35.12697 0.66'136 35.79832 5.98317 >. 
PARAOI SE NOo40 18.06711 o.o 9.01670 1. 22006 10.24484 3. 20076 3 
PAR AD! SE NO. 200 10.80863 o. 0 5,48556 2.03373 7.51929 2. 74213 3 
PAR AD! SE 100.00000 0 .o o.o o. 0 o. 0 o. 0 
PAR AD! SE 3!4 '19.22729 0.20803 o.o 0.43411 0.6~•215 0.80134 
PARADISE 0 3/e 12.43848 4. '12686 o.o 8,04195 12, '16881 3.60122 3 
PARAOI SE NO.t, 49,93318 0,40160 0.15189 4.67576 5.22925 2.28676 3 
PARADISE N0.10 34.29938 0.19707 0.70228 2. 29418 3.19433 1. 78727 
PARADISE N0o40 19.55545 0.48063 o.o 0.98362 t. t,6t,24 1.21006 
PARADISE N0,200 11. 7371,4 0.26890 0.03600 o. 78770 1.09260 1.04528 
PAR AD! SE 100.00000 o.o O,O o. 0 o.o o.o 6 
PARA01 SE 3/4 <l9,l4807 0.01768 0.06540 0.42347 o. 50656 0.71173 6 
PARADISE "" 70, B 1366 5.46976 o.o 
r. 1184'1 12.58826 3.5t,79'1 
PARAD I SF. N(',t, 4'1, 11665 2,02333 o. 0 5. 85294 7.87627 2,80647 6 
PARADISE N0o10 3t,. 05659 o.o 0.03040 2. 93394 2.96431, lo 72172 
PARADISE N0.40 19.44266 o.o 0.22363 1o ~5879 l. 76241 1.33507 
PARAOI SE NOo2CO llo 5656~ o.o o.ass·rs 1.41027 2.29605 !.51527 ' 
39 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE COMPUTER PROGRAI<I 
FOR 
DENSE GRADED AGGREGATE SIEVE ANALYSIS DATA 
ARITHMETIC MEAN IS IN fERNS OF CUMULATIVE PERCENT PASSING A SIEVE~ 
JOB TYPE OF SIEVE ARITHHETIC MATERIAL 
----1fU!IIl£Jt _ _.lli!.E.Ull!IH --· _S 1 Z.E... . . HE AN VA R I A NCE 
__a__ --·-··--··· .. 1 _ .100. ocoee o.o 
3/4 96.19650 lo49935 
,_3l6. 70o 45"3 86 9o30417 
RADCLIFf" N0.4 52.26073 7o86979 
----·---' 
___ .RADL.U Ef._ . 3.61946 
• NOo40 19.21695 1.45969 
RApC! JFF ------'- ___ . ./i0 . .....200 12.0~351 Oo82627 
RADCLIFF .. C.. ICO.OOOCO o.o 
RADCLIFF c 3/4 <;1. 27612 0.05678 
RAOCLI FF 316 13.95392 6,54968 
RADCLIFF c NCo4 55.15962 9.03706 
RADCLIFF ..• C . NO.IO 37.46760 4.88419 
RAOCLI FF c N0.40 19.75949 1.01006 
RADCLIFF.. .•.• .c. NO~ 200 12. 31645 0.10406 
RAQCI..Iff .. tco.ooooo o.o 
RADCLIFF 0 '" <;7. 936C5 0.25069 
RAO.Cl.I.Ef'. -- _____ Q_ 3/8 16oC8124 5. 64666 
RADCLIFF 0 N0.4 57--.00536 5. 88178 
RADCLiff_ ___ _Q_ NOolO 36.43156 3.65673 
RADCLl FF 0 NOo40 20.18079 0.95636 
__ _D _____ NOo.200 o.o 
RADCL1ff __ 100.00000 o.o 
RADCLIFF ?;{4 96.97040 o. 03403 
R/IOCLIFE _ ' 318 74,06586 4,74929 
RADCLIFF N0.4 56, 01'153 3,95308 
RADCLIFF N0.10 38.94231 lo30359 
RADCLIFF NQ,40 21,11534 lo027b3 
llADCL IFf. .. -·- E. NO. 200 l3o6394l o. 71160 
40 
SAMPLING 
VARIANC:E 
o.o 
Oo29519 
5o04616 
3.37619 
Oo25594 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
0.38276 
lo9282:7 
1.37383 
0.32071 
Oo41073 
o.o 
0.17335 
0.09643 
0.17698 
1.51316 
1.95359 
2o0140l 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o,o 
0.21427 
o. 89521 
TESfiNG 
VAR1ANCE 
o.o 
6o 7'9971 
6o 29543 
7o334"3B 
a. 07768 
o.o 
2o00136 
4,92386 
2o71710 
1.71322 
0.41166 
Oo238B5 
o. 0 
o. 75766 
1. 38674 
4o 79988 
3. 52400 
3o 62255 
o.o 
2.94346 
7,\5692 
4. 31551 
2o74170 
1.93947 
2.78284 
OVERALl 
VAll; lANCE 
o.o 
3.05832 
20.01607 
1Bo0lt568 
10.17083 
8.79408 
o.o 
2.44689 
13.18859 
7.20814 
lo 74243 
0.75365 
o.o 
lol8171 
13.44551 
9.96977 
bo43397 
5.63656 
o.o 
2.97749 
llo90621 
8.21>919 
4.04529 
3.18137 
STANOAfi;O 
DEVIATION 
o.o 
lo74881 
3ol6911 
2o96395 
o.o 
lo 5642:6 
3o66085 
2o6849l 
1.32001 
Oo86813 
o.o 
1.06706 
3.53417 
3o6668l 
3.15749 
2. 53653 
2o37414 
o.o 
lo72554 
3.45054 
2.87562 
2.01129 
1.76364 
2.10942 
-NliMe.eR·" 
.OF_ UNJJ.S_ 
____ 9,_ 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
JOC 
NIJI-IBER 
RlCH~10NO 
RlCHMONO 
RICHMOI~D 
R lCH'IONO 
RICHMOND 
RICHMOND 
RICHMOND 
RICHMOND 
RICHMOND 
RICHMOND 
RICH'WNO 
RICHMOND 
~ ICHMONO 
R ICW10ND 
R ICHMDNO 
RICHMOND 
PI\HMONO 
R I CH"'OND 
RICHMOND 
RICH~~ONO 
RICHMOND 
RICHMOND 
RICHMOND 
RICHMOND 
R I CH!~OND 
RICHMOND 
R !CHMONO 
RICHMOND 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE COf'PUTER PRCGRAM 
,0, 
DENSE GRADED AGGREGATE SIEVE ANALYSIS DATA 
ARITHMETIC MEAN IS IN TERMS OF CUMULATIVE PERCENT PASSING A SIEVE, 
TYPE OF 
OPERIITlDN 
StEVE ARITHMETIC MATERIAL 
SIZE MEAN VARIANCE 
lCO.OOQOO 
3/4 99,24963 0,05450 
11,26270 
N0.4 62,00041 26,60547 
NO.lO <,t, 2<;539 19.82021 
N0o40 l8o7!!464 
N0.200 12.15549 o. 79972 
100.00000 o.c 
3/4 99,04749 o~ o 1489 
3/8 76.45831 12.23140 
N0.4 57,3()632 22.17529 
NO,IC 38. !DOH 12.72820 
N0,4C 17.74936 l. 0'3180 
N0,200 11.6C787 c.o 
HC.COCOO c.o 
3/4 cq, 20294 o. 28368 
3/B 79,46503 8o21f>64 
N0.4 60.64218 l7.f>6785 
N0.10 40.53699 9,56907 
NO, ~0 18, 746"10 o. 76779 
N0o200 12.29369 0.14892 
ICO,OOOOO c. c 
3/4 S<J, 088C7 0,00180 
3/8 78.43225 4, 74847 
58,98223 11,32439 
NO.IO 39.23753 7.72898 
N0,40 18.72447 1.02144 
N0,200 12, 6C18'• 0.50676 
SAMPLING 
VARIANCE 
0.0 
0.00312 
c. c 
o. 01459 
0.00486 
c.c 
0.10557 
3.15466 
3.17387 
0.96972 
o. 23562 
0.39649 
0.0 
0.04486 
o. 9611 c 
1.49819 
lo 25018 
Ool! 160 
0.07455 
o.c 
0.30536 
1.23510 
0.55596 
0,27905 
o.o 
c.o 
TESTING 
VAR lANCE 
o.c 
o. 44243 
2. 86549 
z. 70860 
2,20239 
Oo95945 
0,86491 
c. c 
0,56262 
2. 98732 
z. <l3023 
lo 73541 
o. 53466 
0.38157 
0,27556 
2.72512 
4o 63173 
3, 23723 
l, 76555 
1, 67'126 
o.c 
0.40552 
lo 34018 
lo 62958 
o. 98155 
o. 541119 
o. 86023 
OVERALL 
VARIANCE 
o. 50005 
14.12818 
29.32864 
22,02258 
4.04808 
1.66463 
0.0 
Oo68308 
18.37337 
2a. 27939 
15,43333 
1. 82208 
o.H806 
0.0 
Oo60410 
llo 90286 
23.80376 
14.05649 
2,64494 
1,90273 
0.0 
c. 71268 
7.32395 
13.50992 
8.98958 
1.56332 
I, 36699 
STANDARD 
DEVIATim• 
o. 7071'• 
3. 75815 
5.415?9 
4. 6<J2B2 
2.01198 
1~29021 
0.0 
0.82649 
4. 28642 
5.31784 
3.92853 
1.34985 
0.88208 
o.c 
0.77724 
3.45005 
4.81891 
3.74920 
!.62633 
0.0 
0.84420 
2. 7C628 
3.67558 
2.99626 
1.25033 
1ol6918 
NUMBER 
OF UNITS_ 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10~ 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
1.0 
1_0_ 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
~ 10 
41 
JOB 
NUMB!CR 
RUSSEL VILLE 
RUSSEL VILLE 
RUSSE~VIllE' 
RUSSEL VILLE 
RUSSEL VILLE 
RUSSEL VILLE 
RUS_S.E.LVJLLE 
RUSSt~oVILLE 
RUSSEL VILLE 
RUS~I=I VilLE 
RUSSEL VILLE 
RUSSEL VILLE 
RUSSEL V1LlE 
RUSSEL VILLE 
RUSSELVILL.E 
RUSSEL VILLE 
RUSSE.LVILLE 
RUSSEL VILLE 
RUSSEL VILLE 
RUSSEl VIllE 
RUSSEL VILLE 
RUSSEL VILLE 
RUSSEL VIlLE 
RUSSEL VILLE 
RUSSEL VILLE 
RUSSEL VILLE 
RUSSEL VILLE 
RU$SEL WlL'-i 
42 
ANALYSIS Of VARIANCE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
"' 
DENSE GRADED AGGREGATE SIEVE ANALYSIS DATA 
ARITHMETIC MEAN IS IN TERMS Of CUMULATIVE PERCHT PASSI.NG A SIEV::. 
TYPE Of 
OP!;RATION 
• 
SIEVE ARITHMETIC MATERIAL 
S tlE MEAN VARIANCE 
100.00000 '·' 
3/4 'Hol4038 o.o 
3/8 68. 7'>999 10.64221 
N0.4 50o64540 9.546011 
NOolO 37. sues 4.34342 
NO .40 o. 63566 
10.46815 Oo00703 
C lCO.OOOCO '·' 
~/4 •n. o4724 0.39662 
3/8 68.28021 14. 86649 
N0.4 50.43573 11.12058 
c NOc 10 37.20337 5. 71896 
c N0.40 19.31720 
N0.200 10o 532 57 0.32362 
lCOoOOOC!O '·' 
0 3/4 •n. 71075 '·' 
,_ 3/6 72.85498 2.80!H9 
0 r>I0.4 54.25314 6.09219 
' .NOolO 39.'<9709 3o94866 
0 NO .40 20.66411 0.60457 
_, N0.200 11.29786 0.07995 
1CJCJ.OOOCO '·' 
3/4 97.57182 '·' 
E '" 14.78552 2o68510 
N0.4 56.41525 2..68199 
NO.IO 41.78444 lo42480 
21.47247 0.34026 
11.62499 Oo03280 
SAHPLI NG 
VARlANCE 
o.o 
o. 83139 
a. 35493 
10.70711 
6. 35764 
0.54025 
'·' 
o.o 
0.0 
5.59757 
6.91043 
2.97231 
0.57842 
0.2.5630 
'·' 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
0.0 
'·' 
0.74968 
2. 36004 
6.51068 
3.91611 
0.84583 
0.31956 
TESTING 
VARIANCE 
'·' 
1o 89123 
4o04729 
3.20314 
2.45803 
3ol47e8 
'·' 
3.27294 
2.04014 
1. 91843 
1. 08794 
G. 32033 
Ool34ll 
o.o 
1.19766 
4.29460 
2. 79464 
l. 75148 
1.46176 
2..23604 
o.o 
1.10119 
2o96951 
1.75070 
1.06767 
0.22111 
0.14591 
OVERALL 
VAR lANCE 
o.o 
2.72862 
26.2 8508 
24.30046 
13.90420 
3.63394 
3.15491 
0.0 
22.52419 
19.90944 
9.83922 
1.94913 
0.71402 
o.o 
1.30137 
7.10279 
8.88683 
5o70013 
2.07233 
2o31598 
'·' 
1.85087 
6.03465 
l0o94336 
6. 40861t 
lo4l385 
Oo49827 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 
'·' 
1.65185 
5·.126-90 
3o72883 
lo9062-9 
1o71621 
o.o 
1.91566 
4o74597 
4o46200 
3ol3675 
1.39611 
Oo84500 
o.o 
lol4340 
2.66511 
2.98108 
2.38750 
1.43956 
o.o 
1 .. 36047 
2o83455 
3.30808 
2. 53153 
1.18906 
0 .. 70588 
NUMBER 
CF .UNJlS 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
' 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
JOB 
NUMBER 
WILLIAMSTON 
WILL !AMSTON 
WILLIA~STON 
WILLIAMSTON 
WILLIAMSTON 
WILLlAi><STON 
WILLIAMSTON 
WILLIAMSTON 
WILLIAMSTON 
WILLIAMSTON 
WILLIAMSTON 
W!LLIA~STON 
WILLIA"STON 
WILLIAMSTON 
WILLI AMSTON 
WILLIAMSTON 
WILLIAMSTON 
WILLIAMSTON 
WILLIAMSTON 
WILLIAMSTON 
WILLIA.IdSTON 
WlLLI AMSTON 
>IlLLI AMSTON 
WILLIAMSTON 
WILLIAMSTON 
WILLIAMSTON 
~lLLIAMSTTlN 
WILLIAMSTON 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE COMPUTER PRDGRAM 
DENSE GRAOEC AGGREGATE SIEVE ANALYSIS DATA 
ARITHMETIC MEAN IS IN TERMS OF CUMULATIVE PERCENT PASSING A SIEVE, 
TYPE OF 
OPERATION 
c 
c 
c 
S !EVE 
SIZE 
ARITHMETIC MATERIAL 
MEAN VARIANCE 
lCC.OOOCO o.o 
3/t. S9.3C896 o.o 
2.50777 
N0.4 61,57742 0,71302 
NOolO 40,94143 o.o 
N0.40 22.29291 o.o 
NOo200 12,12273 Ool7627 
1(0.00000 o.o 
<;<;,32562 0.09363 
BOo 94958 4,23989 
NC,4 61.54594 1o44803 
NOolO 41.52579 o.o 
N0o40 22.25906 1.48675 
N0.200 12.71513 Ool1225 
o 1co.oooco o.o 
3/4 99.35840 0.09384 
0 3/8 82.2106<; o.o 
0 N0,4 63,03383 o.o 
NOolO 42.42085 1. 86498 
0 NOo40 22,35718 o. 3Lo37 
0 N0,200 13.00118 o. 71655 
1co.ooooo 0 .o 
3!4 <19.20''78 0.07005 
3/8 82.31482 2. 71987 
N0.4 n.77267 3d 2126 
N0o10 44,21840 0.14460 
N0.40 24.1l7Cl 1,98785 
N0,200 14,81803 lo49563 
SAMPLING 
VARIANCE 
o.o 
o.o 
4.60176 
6.69402 
7. 87689 
1.58297 
0.67651 
o.o 
o.o 
1.90968 
4.79523 
4, 86969 
o. 0 
o. 73545 
o.o 
o. 0 
o.o 
1.65792 
0.1>2531 
0.05409 
0.10100 
o.o 
o.o 
3,15493 
5,45880 
0.66350 
0.30463 
TESHNG 
VAR[IINCE 
o.o 
0,66159 
11.52942 
2B,Q6717 
20.68564 
12.46353 
l, 78611 
o.o 
12.03357 
20. 862<;3 
13.52301 
a. 34698 
5. 65656 
o.o 
o. 34435 
10.64341 
16.05849 
12.68149 
6,04113 
o. 71>1 71 
o.o 
o. 40365 
4. 86065 
12.32065 
6,22049 
1.21822 
OVERALL 
VARIANCE 
o.o 
o. 1>615<; 
18.64494 
28,56253 
14.04650 
2. 64089 
o.o 
0,72523 
18.18314 
27.10619 
18.39270 
6.50426 
o.o 
0.43819 
10.64341 
17o71640 
15.17178 
6o'oll58 
1.57925 
o.o 
0.55370 
10.13545 
21.21756 
17.92404 
8.89983 
3.01666 
STANOARO 
OEVIA.TION 
o.o 
o. 61338 
4. 31799 
5o95602 
5. 3443_9 
3o74761 
1.62_50_6 
o.o 
0.85160 
4o26867 
3.13586 
2.55_034 
0.0 
0.66196 
4o20909 
3o89!!10 
2.53211 
o.o 
Oo14411 
3.21650 
4.60625 
2o9ll326 
t~ 13744 
NUMBER 
OF UNITS 
13 
13 
13 
13 
__ u 
15 
15 
15 
_15 __ . 
__ 12 
_lZ . 
12 
.12 .. 
_____ _lZ. 
lb. 
16 
16 
16. 
16 
43 
JOB 
NUMBfR 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINOIEST.ER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHEST.fR 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER. 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
WINCHESTER 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE COMPUTfR H!llGRAM 
"' 
DENSE GRADED AGGREGATE SIEVE ANALYSIS DATA 
ARITHMETIC MEAN IS IN TERMS OF CUMULATIVE PERCENT PASSING A SIEVE. 
TYPE OF 
OPERATION 
SIEVE ARITHMETIC 
SIZE MEAN 
B_ 100.0000(' 
l/4 97.95667 
' "' 13.66833 
NOo4 53.75491 
' NO olD 34.6 E62B 
Nllo40 18.24702 
_, N0o200 l0o85318 
c 100.00000 
3/4 CJ8o1345B 
3/6 74.40576 
c N0.4 54o38022 
ND.lO 34. 886<;8 
N0.40 18.20764 
c IOo 200 10.84787 
.. D .• _ tco.ooooo 
0 3/4 'i8.03369 
0 3/8 74.44128 
0 NUo<o 54,07495 
0 N0.10 34.60680 
0 N0.40 18,13885 
0 No.2oo 10.90623 
!COo oooco 
U4 c;8. 67487 
3/6 77.61823 
N0.4 57. 7673~ 
N0.10 36.22720 
N0,40 21.03510 
NO.ZOO 12.5S170 
MATERIAL 
VARIANCE 
o.o 
1,61993 
28.96096 
22.'t6171 
4,536'H 
o. 79679 
o.o 
2.64117 
62.02745 
46,69429 
25,91669 
6. 56200 
lo463'4l 
o.o 
1.15403 
27.03215 
17,50706 
11,64767 
4ol6'l45 
1.02359 
o.o 
0,50639 
28.46670 
24.86701 
16.09441 
4.93041 
1.46103 
SAMPLING 
VARIANCE 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
0.01027 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
o.o 
0.23664 
6. 69399 
8.24675 
6.24914 
0.50007 
0.13315 
0.0 
0.41592 
3,35207 
6. 79781 
4o 75551 
o. 75342 
0.14951 
TESTING 
VARIANCE 
'·' 
lo 46920 
21,29073 
32.00327 
18,66129 
5. 86556 
2.13925 
o.o 
lo22855 
17,72421 
26. 59859 
19,67491 
3,96413 
1.05053 
o.o 
o. 6986 
7.76616 
11.12820 
7.02514 
2.75922 
o. 64570 
o.o 
o. 75797 
9,09407 
16,23370 
14,73394 
"· 59769 
lo 29527 
OVERAtl 
VARIANCE 
o.o 
3.08913 
50.25171 
54.48503 
32,41124 
10.40449 
o.o 
4,07032 
79.75166 
75.29288 
45.59160 
10.54613 
2.51394 
o.o 
2.08931 
41.69429 
37,48201 
24.92194 
7.42873 
2.00244 
o.o 
1.68028 
40.91484 
47.91852 
35,56385 
10.28152 
2.90581 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 
o.o 
1o 75759 
7.08884 
7.38140 
5.6':1309 
3o22560 
lo 71648 
o.o 
2.01750 
8.93038 
8.67715 
6. 75216 
3. 24748 
1.58554 
o.o 
1.44544 
6,45711 
6,12226 
4o99219 
z. 72557 
lo41507 
o.o 
1.29626 
6.39647 
6, 92232 
5.96522 
3.20648 
1. 70464 
NUMBER 
OF UNITS 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
" 
21 
21 
21 
27 
